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PURPOSE 

The _Indian traders came to Durban with practically nothing, but their 

willingness and determination to work, contributed to the development 

of the country and also enabled them to increase their standards of 

living. Some of them have grown large and prosperous, while little 

or no growth has occurred among the others. 

This study was carried out among Indian businesses because of the lack 

of such a research among Indian businesses. The objectives of this 

study were to determine: 

i. 

ii. 

iii. 

iv . 

the mos t · . 
-.,.~~,iiiiiiii,,iiiiiiii,,,f,iiioii....,.4=-=-..J-t-iiii,,6,,,-iilij~.....ii~7 

to the 

the mai n 

expansion and growth 

ion occurred 

restr icting 

v. the type of planning activities undertaken by the businesses 

and the frequency with which they are done. 

vi. the personal values and aspirations of owners/managers of 

Indian businesses. 



The results to be obtained from this study would hopefully give an 

indication of the extent of strategic planning performed by Indian 

businesses and the value orientation of the Indian owners/managers. 

The results will be useful to the Business Management Association 

of the University of Durban-Westville when planning seminars on 

Corporate strategy, in that, emphasis could be given to aspects that 

need attention. The information obtained from this study will also 

be of use to the proposed Bureau of Business Research and Advice of 

Indian bu~ i nesses. 



1.s distant, 

551 - 497 B.C. 



CHAPTER l 

lNT .tWDUCT lON 

J. 1 INTRODUCTION TO STRATEGY AND STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT 

The development of the concept of strategy as an explicit tool 

for managing economic and social organizations is of recent 

origin in both management, theory and practice. During the 

past decade a great deal of emphasis has been given to strategy 

formulation and implementation by business organizations. 

Infact, in 1976 Louis Gerstner wrote " ..• one of the most 

i n triguing management phenomena of the late 1960s and 1970s 

ha s been 

planning co 

advantageou 

the corporate or strategic 

for the so-called computer 

h ve swept through 

!'apidly or completely." 

s strategy 2.s ... "Tht> 

of a belligerent to 

the science and 

eet the enemy under 

The word strategy is derived from the Greek word "strategos" 

meaning "general". Thus, the term literally means "the art of 

the general". Hence, the word strategy was first used with 

military connotations and later applied to the business world. 

There are many definitions of strategy, just as ther~ are many 
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and varied def ini cions of management. Basically, strategy refers to 

that whic!'l ~s .of majo.r::; concern to top managements of. ~rganizations. 

Specifica~lt:•~! ·tl,s.;trategy~:,
1
is _the_ forging of company missions~ setting 

object~y~s :,f·itf,~he: .. C>ii~~~~~-ion in the light of extern~l·''anci internal 

",, ; . .,..:i".;), ,,:.~.,- ~' -~•,··~ \:,: .. ,.~.,):'if)~.... .. ' ' · ... ' ' ; ,' ' ' ' ·.· ' 
ta"ctor~, ' fo:nnu~atmg specifac,( guidelines and strategi'es to -achieve 

the objectives," and as;tiring 't:heir proper implementation 'so that · the 

basic purposes _and objectives of the organization will be achieved" 
\ 

(Steiner and Miner, 1977). 

Andre Morkel (J974) defines strategy as "a consistent set of guidelines 

usually comprising the objectives, policies, rules and directions 

which direct the strategic decisions of the firm". He considers 

concerned with the 

with its environme 

Ballim .et al 

strategy. 

and physical resources to 

the uman, f inancial 

--==:;.;:e~t~i~~on and future commitment, 

and identifying market opportunities which, when exploited in a socially 

responsible competitive manner achieves the long-term goals of the 

business". 

Strategy can be said to be the central and unique core of strategic 

management. Steiner and Miner ( 19 7 8) state that "strategic management 
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is a new name given to top management to distinguish it from operational 

ma~agement't .~-- ·- ~ccordirig to . them this distinction between' ~top manag'11ent 

acti~id;'s '_"~d·"~'i,et'atioiial; management act1vities is not' new·~ ''but the 

name str:~f~~}it:i~it~£;:~is1
. 

1

~~i'atYJely il:ew. nik _dil~ts~,{c,J:~f 

. .. : .: 'n···?··:-:/"?l~\~it\Jj~b:ti,fY,- .i-.;._~- ._";' ., _ -- .,.: · >: ~--:, . _:_-- .~,i(., .·:;. ·"'~ --h~--..,. -• . ,. _ -- 17 --_-- _.,,,. ,;. .• , .. -

strategic~uiariageme.nt by·' authors such as Frankenhoff and Granger (1972)·, 

Ans-of!r''Y1'97'2~{F;\}~-~~i-hd~i and Hatten (1972), Jn,fo ': (1974)~'' and Arisoff, 

Declerck· a~d Hayes { 1976) shows the growing recognition of
1 
the 

\ 

significance of this subject. 
\ 

Schendel and Hatten ( 1972) define strategic management "as the process 
- -

of de't~rmini~g and maintaining the relationship of the organization to 

its environment expressed through the use of selected objectives, 

and of attempt i ng to achie 

on organizations an 

react appropri a tely 

states of relationship 

effic1 nt and effective action 

managers to 

observed that 

the more r levant criterion 

of organizational effectiven- sis not, as ·t used to be, that of 

efficiency, but rather that of adaptability to changes in the 

environment." 

Ansoff, Declerck and Hayes (1976) have suggested that the new 

scope of post-industrial management should be called strategic 

management since, the term includes operations management, 
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• 

entrepreneurial management and integrative management. 

~-~ } ' :.-

These pro·granmes are concerned with what they call "external 

strategies" as well as the "internal strategies" which deal with 

the organization structure and the activities of social control. 

In that sense, they are of the opinion that the couple "policy-strategy" 

is non-dissociable as long as the policies are implemented. When 

seen from t_he point of view of "policy dynamics", they consider the 

relationship between poli · 

strategic management. 

of management v; 

in 

future changes more 

the fundamenta ls of 

organization because these ar he mai 

as being the essence of 

" as a system 

is, which 

f or changes 

otential for 

istics within the 

flexibility". Thus, in other words they suggest that there is no 

strategic management unless the organization is willing and able to 

develop a critical appraisal of its own management conception and 

practice, through the search for and the implementation of 

innovative strategies . 
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Various other writers on strategy have us'ed the terms business policy, 
C ' :- • , • -. • ' • • .. •. • • • • • ~- ~ • ••,~ ~ 

long-range planning, corporat'e' pla~nfog, s-1::ra·tegic' planning, and other 

combination1( 0£ these words '/ 11bwever·, for a1i practical purposes, an 

such terms a::, u';~ ,;,o~./i:~i:~~' it.:mc1i~~~i, 1t' a:;,.i dis tine tions 
:: ,' · · ·· · ; .'(i , · . _·, '.Si c {i'''•;;~,._.\ :;..j, . .,. ; f •'· ·:· ~.: ~I: •• ~'· r·, ': · · • .;. ' 

between them· ''seein lai-gelf 'ar,d.ficiaL :· . The term·· that :i's used here 
. .._;,. :: ~ . 

. is strat~gi~; ~~n"as'~~ent, . slrice~,?it encompasses the planning, organizing, 

co-ordinating' and controlling activities of an enterprise's human 

and material resources in order to achieve the objectives of the 

organization in the long-run. 

I • 2 THE NEED FOR STRATEGY FORMULATION 

corporate 

differen t 

to the calibre 

,I 

essential r equirement 

cont asts between the 

or between the 

IilOSt important 

s in research 

of manufacture, 

on 

measure 

and · s execution. 

Strategy is them n bread and thrust of the 

business. It is the dynamic element of managing which enables 

the company to achieve its results in the competitive market 

place over the long run" (Cannon, 1968). 

In a firm having a consclously,considered strategy, planned 

purpose can affect and change the character of future development 

which otherwise might endanger even the healthiest organization. 
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The firm should not rely solely on adaptation alone, as t'his 

may have adverse ef,fects on. the _ company~_ innovation and the 

>~: =-::i···-')Vf;~-=>,~ft~'.:;;i-/):~ ·;:;~'.·;~~-~~:~~--;~,-... :.:" ~--.~·~\-:· .·-:·: . _.· <-.:_·: .. _, .. _. ,. , 
out its.' :.-0w.n,..,,Jutut~,t ra..:;~er.'. ..; than . simp1y, to clepend on favour ab 1 e 
. :,'..:·}_;_, ~}}i·tf:;.·ti.:-;ft~t:::;i·.: /;.·.>\ ·. , - ·-: ·:--~ .·. t :. ·. -.- . . 

c1.rcumstances-~:-1 B0:.~ . such a. course. requires pred-eterm.1.nat1.on 
· - · · ,i'-\: r<?tt{~.::~:;tft:lf?'-:/:_: .. ~?f;;;:--:~·-i,:·, , . ,. ,-- __ ,:,:;::: :; ···• • / · 

of _wbat"<lDust:.be _do~e; :wh~{l.t should ,be done, and how it should 

be done, that is, formulating a comprehensive strategy for the 

company. 

A well formulated strategy allows the firm's top executives 

to anticipate change and provide direction and control for 

the enterprise. It will also allow the firm to i nnovate in 

the fu t ure. 

The strategy 

ed are 

achievable , . d the nature 

of the i f not, 

Most people perform bett r if the - ow what is expected to 

be done and where the enterprise is going. Therefore, it 

is necessary for an organization to have a well formulated 

strategy which provides all the employees with clear goals 

and directions for the future of the enterprise. This helps 

to reduce conflict and also serves as the basis for management 

control and evaluation. 
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We! } f 0 ~m~!ated strategies aid in the identification of 

major strategic issues. Bower (1967) and Ansoff (1971) have 

pointed <mt that the str~.tegy fcrmulation p-:::-ocess is actually 
... : . 

a general _.theory for solving the strategy problem of an 

As such one of its 
;: ;· }1 - ~-).~/ . }I·. 

riiajor functions .is · to l.dentify the keY: strategic issues that. 

f~ce the organization in the future, especially since the 
, \ 

increasing rates of change of the environment have decreased 

\ 
the response time available to the organization. To add to 

.. 
this, the problem is further compounded by increased competition 

and the limited organizational resources available. 

The strategic 

company, f or 

that would 

a training 

it forces t hought 

a unified framework 

jor issues they 

unique to the 

and 

"It is 

bet r managers because 

management and raises and answers questions that good managers 

must address" (Steiner and Miner, 1977). 

Hofer and Schendel (1978) have pointed out that formalized 

strategy formulation assists in the allocation of discretionary 

strategic resources. They mention that traditionally, businesses 
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(ADAPTED FROM HOFER AND SCHENOEL) 
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. ~· 
..• 

·. ~ 
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have used capital-budgeting te_chniques such as pay-back period, 

internal' 'ROL~' ··Ne·t Present Value, NPV Index, a~. so on, to 

a lloc1i i %'.:~h~f~;.:bap ital resources. However, they consider 
t. ;. .• '., .. ~ _ ., :'.· ~:~-"~:·,'i 

. , ' .:; _. , ... ·: .. : !:~~.:;::_:::;· :: ~t .. ·-~:·· . 

thes:e .. ' t.e'chniques to have several . practical and theoretical 
1 , . -- I ·1l · , . \ ' 

_ i :-/r .. >f> · --~ < 
limi tattoris'<,~ 'iif that they restrict their value in allocating 

an organization's strategic resources. Moreover, Berg ( 1965) 

is of the opinion that "they usually do not cover the\ 

allocation of discretionary managed expenses even though the 

leYel of these expenses is often as large as an organization's 

capital budget". An equally important aspect is that they 

cannot forecast the value of projects not yet in hand, what 

Ansoff (1965) refers 

substantial 

qualitative 

difficulties simul 

of partial ignorance". 

they have d ifficulty 

ny wnys to )o ercome each 

that strategy 

to clve all these 

In an organization having no formulated strategy , project 

decisions will be of a poorer quality than in firms having a 

formalized strategy. Without a focus for its effort, the 

staff will lack the depth of knowledge in any particular 

9 

area needed for competent analysis. w{thout strategic criteria, 

it will lack the tools for recognizing outstanding opportunities. 

As a result, managers acting on such advice will be formed into 

extreme forms of behaviour. The conservatives will refuse to 



take ___ what under __ bet_~.er i:nf~rmation _ might ·be reasonable risks; 
,. •·-"' ." ._ .• ~-L\ ,-~.. • .. . . :. ,· , . . , ·',- . . . , •.• -~ . 

entrepreneurs w_in plunge without '{tppreciati~g the potential 

• ~~;~;f;: ,:~~~-1fp!f;~~~ts::f.;;_;;?~us ~ a well formulated . strategy is 
~:; :;. :,-~_;• . .: .-:;t:·I :.\:">-~. :-::, ,..;( ;··' ·:·:/~.· .. ··• < ··.:..· • e • • .. : .• · , . 

important to: an. ,organ1.zat1.on s1.nce 1.t .serves as the focus of 

~tgff~~~11;i:ei~;;:: ·:;;.; brings about comnii_a::nt, :ativa~ion 
and self control in the organization itself: 

According to Hof er and Schendel ( 1978)~ many or~nizations 

have found that one of the most effective and useful ways 

of exposing promising junior managers to the types of problems 

and issues with which they will have to deal when they become 

general managers, is to involve them in the strat egy formulation 

process. 

1.3 THE VALUE OF 

various 

reasons have 

formulation c important 

a well 

n those not having 

Several research studies including those of Thune and House (1970), 

Herold (1972), Eastlack and McDonald (1970), Ansoff et al (1971), 

Karger and Malik (1975) and Stagner (1969), have showed that 

formalized strategy formulation do indeed result in superior 

performance measured in terms of sales, profits,and return 

on assets. 

·-
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Thune and House compared the performance of eighteen matched 

pairs ~f medium~to-large-sized companies in the food~ drug, 

!St'eet • . chemical and machinery industries over a period of 
;,~.:,:~ .. ~5,,t<<:1-'}i:~:,;: '· _ .. \ .. -·· _: .• .. ;.. .• ~.tt\ ; i.; . ''s'eve1(J~rs:· '._ Each" pair consis"t~ct·ot :one firm that used formal 

jJ~~~~ipi:a;;;W~ ';;.~ oil~ thaf did noi:. Their reSearch 

sbbJ?a-"'t:hat'y the formal planners significantly outperformed 

the ' non-planners with regard to return on investment, return 

on equity, and earnings-per-share growth. On none of these 

measures did the planners underperform the non-planners. 

Herold extended the Thune and House study for four additional 

years for t he firms 

found 

the non-planners 

non-planner s 

Eas tl ack and 

of the chief 

The results of 

themselves 

companies. 

chemical industries. He 

ontinued to outperform 

their lead over the 

r acteristic.s 

ompanies. 

Ansoff and his associates studied 93 companies focussing 

their attention exclusively on the impact of formal planning 

procedures on merger and acquisition decision making and 

performance. They found that the planners outperformed the 

nonplanners on all financial and sales measures. Besides 

performin~ better, the companies . that used strategic planning 
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.were able to predict the outcomes of their planning much better 

than the non-p~anners. 

Ka,rger. :ani .Malik s_tudied the performance of 19 planning and 19 

· non-~-:i,:l_~~ning .f:irms o~er a -P~.riod .. ~-0£ ten years in the chemical, 
;~ 

machinery -and'>:.~~iectronic ind~stries. Their findings showed 

that the formal planners significantly outperformed the non-

planners. 

Stagner studied 217 top executives in 109 large American firms. 

His findings indicated that firms performing strategic planning 

using a top management committee showed the larges t profit as a 

percentage of capital. 

1975) and 

planning can isolate 

the key fac to rm plan its 

strategy more 

However, a few st:rategic 

planning. Rue some service 

industry fi rms who were outperformed the planners. 

A study of Canadian firms by Sheehan (1975) has indicated also 

that non-planners outperformed planners in some instances. 

From the facts presented, it can be seen that there is growing 

evidence to suggest that the use of formal approaches to 

strategy formulation is associated with superior organizational 
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1.4 

performance:/ ,:: However, "one should ·uo:t expect formal .strategic 

planning: :ahdj~s fo produce s'ti,perior r~b\!lt~, because it .is 
. . ,-· ' .. . . 

really::the{'¥iati:fy or · the 6~r'ganization' s · strategy that ~ill 
. .. ·c/:ttfttj :;,;3,,)X.L .. _ ... :.· 

. deterarinet i.t$'c performance and not the processes by w¥-cb that, 

13 

. : :::_.:r>::tt ::0,~1.*1luJin-:: . _.· -. , , . .·. _ . -_ . . . .. 
strategjiJ;st,::-f9rinu:l3:;te1ht ?" And-,'. since no system :is perfect, there 

. --- . . ·:\. ~ ;: . 

will always be some firms which use formal strategic planning 

systems that develop poor strategies and thus poor .results, 

while others develop good strategies and corresponding superior 

performance informally or even intuitively" (Hofer and 

Schendel, 1978). 

environment , 

importance, also, is 

e managerial 

e planning 

the 

t to predict 

Of f undamental 

planning is virtually 

worthless i n getting a company---ou~~ a major current crisis. 

Writers such as Bagley (1972), Grinyer (1973), Irwin (1971), 

Pennington (1972) and Steiner (1972) have cited many pitfalls 

and limitations of what they refer to· as long-range planning. 

One broad reason is that managers have fallen into pitfalls 

that have to be avoided if planning for the long term is to 

be efficient and effective. 



Steiner -(1972) formulated a list of 50 pitfalls encountered in 

'P!:::n:rd.~z "arid· tried to identify the most important ones that 

h~ve to be -"·: avoid.ed. He cafried out a survey among 215 

companies and found that the ten most significant pitfalls 

important to avoid, are the following in descendfog· order of 

importance:- \ 

\ 
i) Top management's assu~ption that it can delegate 

the planning function to a planner. 

ii) Top management becomes so engrossed -in current 

problems that it spends insufficient time on long-

iii) 

iv) 

v) 

vi) 

range 

among 

Failure 

Failure to 

congenial and 

discredited 

s suitable as a basis 

i n the 

i ng 

any that is 

to pl nning. 

vii) Assuming that corporate comprehensive planning is 

something separate from the entire management proc.ess. 

viii) Injecting so much formality into the system that it 

lacks flexibility, looseness, and simplicity, and 

restrains creativity. 

ix) Failure of top management to review with departmental 

and divisional heads the long-range plans they have developed. 
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' 

X)" Top management consistently rejecting the 

rc..ecl1auism h.r making. intuitive 

!·: •. 
r · 

A world-wide survey carried out by Steiner and Schollhammer 

(1975) showed that there was a concensus among mai:1agers and 

planners in different countries of the world that these JO 

pitfalls were, indeed, the most lethal to good planning. 

Thus, the limitations of the concept of strategy "consist 

principally of the inherent difficulties of conceiving 

a viable pattern 

·wisely. Dealing 

abandoning the 

them 

effectively means not 

use it successfully 

· s possible" (Christensen, 

15 



CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURK·SURVEY 

2. 1 DIFFERENf \rtEWPOINTS ov' THE CONCEPT __ OF STRATEGY 
·' · .. . .. . 

.· . _ r. \·: -<~:t~~;;;:ltf:;,·\<fe/,<ttt;f;/_i. ·. 
Strategy .and th_e_ process l>y which it emerges as a subject 

~ j,, ~~T. ; .: . :);>~tt:·p:·:~t ·-/·.:;~~~?'- :--: · .t:.·~ Ji..,.~, --~~··-{ . ~-~-· -~~: (-,,. -~ .. •.. . ~, ~ . 

that ~ .... f~fi>ated ,. &r;..(many minds, from Kautilya in 

th:· i;;~:I~,tWl;;":.t·~~;~chiavelli to von Neumann and 
Morgenste~_tt ( 1953) to a great many researchers in the field 

r~I ~ • . \ 

of business and g~vernment policy. In management literature 

Drucker (1954) was among the first to address the strategy 

issue by mentioning that on organization's strategy could be 

det~rm'ined by-the answers to the questions, "what is our 

business? and what it should be?" 

by him 

of the ba ic l ong-term 

for 

In 1962 ticle in the 

Havard Business Review pres-en~op management planning 

framework. In the article, the relationship between the com= 

pany and its competitive environment was expressed by means of 

what they called a "master plan". The three basic components 

of the master plan were the economic mission, competitive 

strategy, and program of action. Formulation of the economic 

mission concerns itself with the kind of business the firm 
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I . 

should be in, and what its performance objectives should be. This 

is shown in figure 2.1 with expl2nc1tor:; uote:;; i>elow the figure. 

Th_e pl'.'o!>lem of determining competitive strategy concerns itself 

with finding the right product-market-sales approach combination 

17 

for · effective acco~~i{~-hment of the economic mission and at the same 

time formulate goals for the various areas of the busines~. (figure 

2.2). The program of action involves a search for efficient means of · 

implementing the competitive approach. In 1971 Gilmore taking into , 
account the economic mission, com etitive approach and program of 

action 

Ans off (19 65) 

publish 

concept 

strategy. 

viewed strategy 

nization's present 

fied the f ollowing four cu onents of s 

of new approach for strategy 

to 

ussed on the 

d be developed. 

ant by the term 

activit ies. He identi: 

i. Product-market scope - it specifies the products and markets 

the firm is in. 

ii. Growth Vector - it indicates the direction in which the firm 

is moving with respect to its current product-market posture. 

This can be illustrated by means of a matrix shown in Table 2.1. 



By Frank~ '5.1. qt/rj/if!11ill.'!J}_JJ .. J3~1!1P~8~!'8rg 

FIGURE 2. 1 ••· ~::dd:t~f ''.. . . . .. , ... ~, }, .. 
Formulation of Econ~~c; !~t,c,ff · 

.,=;., 11tl --~ ,...",, .. , .. .... ,..,., 
wt,.,.,..,_., ... 
..-;1.1., .. , • ., 

---~" .,._, .. ., 
----1·~ 

(c) 

Whaththe __., .... 
c.,_;n., 
.... 1 .. ,., .... 
lleltl? 

.. , . ,:.' i. 

, 
fe) ......... ......., ... 

'" ............ 
n .. •• ,. 
,-(-.......... "' .... , .... , 

,.,, c ..-,iMllty ,..ni. 
f• MCh f.eW? .,_ __ ,.. 

Problem: What kind of DUS"*ss 
objectives be? 

a. A field of endeavor is a sphere of Jut~iiJl:tvfty 
e. common thread such •• t notogy or 
may conatitute its field of enc,eavor, and 
retated fields of endea n indu a 

(a) 

wt.t., .. ,....1 .... 
c...-..... ., 
fieldtel .,.__,14 ..... ~, 

.... .,..,_11,,. 
~ .... ~ _...,..,.._, 
,...c,io 
f~llhy? 

. ...... , .... 
~'-'a 
...,....:th ....... 
,-(--,.....i.,1 

(I) 

d what shoufd the performance 

unrelated fields ot endea -'1 ncf be ghJ 
b. Inherent potential dn~the ext t to YOr offers the aibiJity of achieving ot>;ectives 

1n tour cmica! areas of perf nee: (1)Wl:>W'ID=:QPI" owth and ouUook for continuance of growth; (2) 

nexibility in relation to the un . 'nties of t:-=t,r~OQie!al ) stabih1y in rNls · major decfir1ea In the bulinesa 
cycle; and<•) return on mvn nt. The aa.P'tint'lllltlm·s In the hid off aome indication of lhe potential 

inherent In the field. 
c. A normative cepabifity file ia a con#il!!t 

to be aucceasfu! in a field of vor. 
cna~eting, production, finance, a ma . .-Clfn,en 
the ... ding firma in NCh f..ed can ._,...AK•' 

d. The firm•• capability profile ts a ement in QUllll'illt:alh,e 
the functional areas c:teftned i'I the norma · 

•· Retating the firm·, capability profile to .. --. ~ .. 'T.-Uve profile for •ch endeavor will serve to develop 
comparative profDee · indicate how well the firm's capabilitiN match the requtrementa for IUCC8II i'I NCh field. 

l The firm·, per1orrnance potenllal In Nch ·fteld may be deftY9d by matching the comparattv. capabUlty profllea 

with anherent potential in Nch tleld with rnpect to growth. flexlbiltty, stability, and reb.m on lnvestmenl 
~- tt may be dewable for the ftrm to be actNe i'I more then one fteld of endeavor. If integration 01 dlverliflcaUon 

appears attractive, ponfble combinations of the more promislng fields lhouk:t be fonnulated at 1h11 point 
h. Alternative combinations of NVWW fields of erldNv0, may be .,aluated wfth rnpect to feaalbtlfly by compartng 

resource requirements. Relource requirements wll r9ftect 1he clegrN to which tynergy ts reuzed under Nch 
ahernative. . 

i. Alao. attemative combinationa of fields of endNvor may be evaluated wtth reapect to grOW1h. ftexlbBlly, 1tability, 
and return on investment. Particular note lhould be paid IO the degrN to which aynergy ii l"Nlzed under Nch 
ahemattve. 

J'. The final dec.iaion with reepect to the combinationa of ftelda of endeavor (together wfth auoclated pe;tonnance 
goaJa) defanea lhe ec01 IOffllc mislion of the enterpriM. The foregoing analylea are concerned wt1h the problem of 
choosing a combination of fMlkta of endeavor and ot,tedNes from an economic poinl of vlMw. To Ilia Information 

baae top management muat add noneconomic conaldarationa and bulJneu Judgement In order to am,e at a ftnal 
oecisaon. 
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Ff G URE 2. 2 FormulaUon of CompeUUve Strategy 

{o) 

Whot en the 
poalble 
ptoduct~t 

oppo,-tunl ''" 
Fo, .ach rield ol 
end9cMar In 
theeconomlc 
mlalon? 

What i, .... 
potenttaf . ~t 
f(#each 
p,ocluct-mcar\et 
~lty? 

What haa b.en 
the pe,f ormance 
of potentlal 
COff'f)etho,, 111 
eoch p,oduct
moricet 
oppo,tunJty? 

What en the 
~111,1 • ...t 
.....aaol 
poe.ntlof 

CIOlllpetlfofl '" eoch,duct,,__, 
appo,tunlty? 

(I,) 

t-bw do the 
prodl,<t--maritet 
opportunlti" 
~with 
retpeetto 

(c) 

What~, 
effect -ould 

----~ be -,.neroted 

Whot ... the 
oltwnatlve 
poalbl• 
lh'oteglM for 
the fllffl? 

in the fUftdlonol 
•ea• throvgt, adopt~ ol 

=~~t '}l:.t 
~ . < ... ; .,. ' 

Problem. How should the firm pursue its objectives in each field of endeavor specified in the economic mi!~on? 

\:::'wt.t"°'11 ..... 
' 'coaipetlth .. 
""*ffh.'P 

-----~:-~ 
_J 

& Product-marltet opp()f1lnties (characterized by the significant features that are expected to infkleooe 1hw outcome) are specific oombinlllone of product-matbt-Nkts 
approaches which define possible ways of exploiting a field of endeavo,. ..- · 

b. Based on the Information devek>ped in lhe preceding ttvee 1teps. an anatysb may be made of the firm"s ~lional capabilitin wiltl retped lo ....,di end ~t 
Mar1letlng. production. finance, end management 0\8ngel required for soccessful implementation of eech alternative product-ma,ut oppo,1Unily may be~ u l)ftlOJ(;t~ 
marttet plans. -

c. Combinlng plans for the more attractive product-marttet oppof1unities with one another, or with existing plans in fields of endeavor In wt*""" oo,..,.ny ~ ~ 
operating, will tefVe to develop alternative strategies for the firm u a whole. 

d. The decision as to the competitive strategy of the firm defines the directions in which the company win move toward its obfectiV'M in MCh 911\-·Woftmlnt -~ i:I 
the economic mission. The_pa,ticular war_s_in which pe,tonn_a~ o~lives win~ pursued in_each f..ad of endeavor, together with the func.1iof.., pt NONSl!f'Y to, IM~ 
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,-------- -- -- _,_ --- _,, ---~-----------
' --- t I Update 

I r - - current 
I I 1trate9y 

. i. Operating r 
resulh ---, 

Economic 
trends 

I, 

Reopprai,e 
cunent 
strategy Competito"• ---~ 

actions 

Technological J~---
deY91opments 

.-..--r---1--1 
. ~1 I 

Yes 

I 
I 
I 

Formulate 
new 
program 
of oction 

I 

I 
I 
I 

Operating 
decl1lon1 
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Present 
~ .•. ' ~·· I New; 

Market 

t 
{ tf··L 

·Product 
_Development 

~i '.;, '::::/t., ;,,- ·,,.: ... ~:'.'. ~---

o·iJ;rsi:;.;··· · .. 
development fication 

.f'; i) 

' _(, 

( .... {.\ .. . : 

New ·· · 
. , 

\ 
Table 2.1 Growth Vector Components (Ansoff) 

Market Penetration - denotes a growth direction through 

the increase of market share for the present product -

market s. 

ares ght f or the firm's 

produc ts. 

o replace the 

missions 

iii. Competitive advantage o identify the unique 

characteristics of individual product-markets that gave the 

firm a strong competitive position. 

iv. Synergy - a measure of joint effects, that is, "2+2=5" 

Ansoff (1965) has developed an elaborate model illustrating the . 

strate_gy formulation process. This is shown in figure 2.4. 
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Stretlfic 
plan 

Stop 1 

Total pp 

,--- ------------------·-· ·----
Strenvtf'ls 

and 
-lkMU 

Industry 
POltntial 

-----------------------------------------·---Stop 5 

Oiversifica
tio,, decision 

SYM'ff· 
-----.. 1tructure 

decision 

Economic ,~11 

Entry rank 

Sv,,.,gy rank 

StOCl 2 

Oiw,,,.fi 
cation 9IO 

M•ke 
or 

Buy 

rank hst N 

Growth 
vector 1nd 

group synergy 

Stop l 

--...... --··--·,--··· 

_____ J 
·~-~--------------------+-----------:-------·------··-------.;, .. ·.~-· i ~ 

SOURCE: H. I. Ansotl, Corporate Sllalegy, (New York: McGraw·Hill, 1965), p. 202. 

FIGURE 2.4 ANSOFF'S STRATEGY FORMULATION MODEL. 
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Andret,:s· (1965) defines strategy as . ~, .... "the pattern of objectives, 

purposes-Or goals .and major policies and plans for achieving these 
~_. < t~- ~t -~-· . .--:-'.:\:',.-.. ~;, .. ,_: -·:~ _:-; :_ ~..-:~: ·::.·:. )~_: ~-;'~:* . r~· 

goals, ..,'t;~:ted. in::'stich a. way as to define what business the company is 
;·.l.;,•_, 

in or iJ 't~ be. in :amt.th~ kind of company it is or is to be". Andrews· 
· . . . ... ' . '. ·;;,.,,';~i:;.,t'.Ji{t;;[)ir;:¾, ·x}t 

(1965,' 197:lJ ha(';;developed,.;a s~ple mtdel of the strategy formulation 

process (figure 2.5) ~ · He felt that political and social aspects of 

the strateg~. fo~lation process were so important that ·\it was not 

worthwhile developing a more elaborate analytical framework for 

looking at the economic and technological parts of the process. Un= 

like Ansoff , Andrews does not differentiate between the goal formulation 

and strategy 

A 

who?, where?, 

strateg·es which he defined as 

hich are required competitively 

Each direct"onal action decision 

why? 

questions 

Broom (1969) mentioned that strategy should develop from the 

policies of an organization. He refers to strategic planning as 

"the overall planning of operations for effective implementation 

of policies and attainment of enterprise goals". In the formu= 

lation of strategy, factors such as market opportunity, executive 

competence, availability of resources, extent and intensity of 
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Environmental 
Analysis 

Identify 
Current 
Objectives, 
Strategy. 
and Policies 

Resource 
Analysis 

FIGURE 2.5 ANDREWS'S MODEL OF THE STRATEGY FORMULATION PROCESS 

Management 
Values 

Strategic 
Decision 
Making 

{ 

Social 
Respons_ibilities 

--· 

~.:, 
·,•.·t.: . _: \ --4~.:. -~ :~! . .- t: 

1' Re~ised . 
~ Object{~es · .._ _ _..,..,. , • ·":< 

:. Strateg·y, and 
·. PoU~ies 
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competition, the firm's responsibilities to both the s t 0 c 1 ~~·::: :.2.~:r c - ~~.:. 

sode_tY:»_,,and,G.~ p~rsonal _v~lues: of managers~ .must be considered. No 

mentio4a:~;b; ·~im of any COllll)Onents of strate;;;· :10~ has he <i"ve• 

loped;; ·~~:~~~.~~ i~formulation' mod.el · like that developed by Andrews and 

Ansof~i," ·i&~Jt}b{1£~J ;,,,M¼, ;:i ,~,;. ' ···· 
, . ' ~ ... '. ... . . :,-· 

.. ' ·, ~ .. . ,. 

Katz (1970) views corporate strategy as a relationship between an 

enterprise and it's environment. He considers this relati~nship to 

have 2 aspects. Firstly, there is the strategic posture, which is 

the actual relationship between the enterprise and its environment 

at a sp.ecific point in time. The second aspect is the strategic plan 

its environment. 

cations, and deplo s trategy, res: 

i rection of 

its corporate 

customers served, the s 

of ther r kets and 

e competitive ! vantage of the 

~. ... irm. Specificat ions, the performance 

characteristics of the -nterprise is described in 

25 

terms of certain measurable parameters, eg., market share, growth rate, 

profitability etc. which are used as a basis for evaluating the enter-= 

. " f prises per ormance. Deployments, which is Katz's third component ele• 

ment of strategy emphasizes the allocations of the various resources 

of the enterprise. 



Ackoff 0970) refers to strategy formulation and implementation as 

corporate ~~a~~~&· _ Like Broom, an~ ,Ca11,non he ·has not proposed any 
-'!' .. : ; '. :;~, ,;i : • 

components o·f the~ cbncept of strategy. He considers strategic plans: 

ning as 'being . ·oriented to "ends" as well as to "means" and like 
,· ,.·· ' . -· t • ·.-.> · ,., . .. 

Ansoff diff'.erenti~tes ··bttween the goal formulation process and the 

strategy formulation process. 

McNichols (1972} defines strategy as "the science and art of 

employing the skills and resources o.f an enterprise to attain its 

basic objectives under the most advantageous conditions". Basically, 

McNichols · views strategic design as a linking device where each set 

plementation phase, 

formulation phase. 

prise develops a 

tegic 

om the preceeding set. 

o the form lation phase, im• 

e phase and rem 

ihase the enter• 

p ocess and stra= 

have p oposed that the 

' rst step is the de= 

termination of the strategic pro-f-~1-e--Gf-t e enterprise, which concerns 

itself with how a company defines its business, its competitive posture, 

and its concept of itself. This then leads onto the strategic forecast, 

which involves the analysis and prediction of the external environment. 

This then leads on to the resource audit where the emphasis is on the 

internal environmental factors. The fourth step is the exploration of 

strategic alternatives followed by the test of consistency which involves 

an evaluation of the existing strategic profile and the various strategic 
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l'olicymaking process 

l· ·ORMULATI_ON IMPLf__:~tENTATIOi\ 
l 1 JIASE PHASE 

- -------~-----------·------------

OHGJ\NJZ1\TJ ONAL 
PHASE 

INTERPRETATIVE 
PHASE 

REFOffi.,1; JLATI O i\ 
PHASE-
RECYCL CNG 01· 
THE ST:lATEG\ 
DESIGN 

------- ---------------- ________ ,_., ____ __ ,, ----·------------------------------- --- ·--·-· . ---- ···· 

Development of 
basic overall 
~uiding poli
cies - formul
:ition of the 
character and 
image of the 
enterprise. 

Uetermination 
of basic niche 
in economic 
goods or service 
•narket - alloca-
1: ion of: skills 
.,nd resources to 
specific object
i.ves. 

~trategic design 

IWOT 
STRATEGY 

Development of act~ 
ion strategy -
defining the genera l 
and specific strate 
gies which the firm 
intends to execute 
in the marketplace. 

Commitment of skill s 
and resources. 

Testing of action 
strategies against 
environment and 
marketplace. 

Co-ordination of 
product flow with 
market demand. 
Development of func 
tional strategies i n 
finance, production , 
and marketing. 

OPERATING 
STRATEGY 

Organization of 
skills and resources 
to effect root and 

OHGANIZATlONAL 
STRATEGY 

Choice and devel- r Wh_at pr_ogress has be 
opment of an app- ;'. ,· -: ma~d~- tow~_rds goals a 
rai s al system to · · t;' · g;itJec.tiV_~s? 
meas ure the effect-- .·. sf '~j+.~~>> : ;'.t<> · 

i veness of organ- J·· ptosing_,-., t :lie · syst '~'". 
izat ional perform.. ~ttii'.)v:hat cija~g(!s and 
ance .in pursuit ·4\~~rineme~ts are 
of c ompany object- ~~x n;e,pes·saryr:·in the ;;tr 

ve s -. ;;': e'gt°c< de sign? 

Interpretation of 
u lts from 
o rmation 
t erns. 

CONTROL 
STRATEGY 

Compiete . rec ye lin;? of 
·f the, policymaking proc 
: Chang~ ro.o.t strate,<r.y':' 
... Re.cycle t'! operat:in~_ 
', s ~-~ate gy,1-r;:· Rec ye J. f ~ 

t~ : ~rganizationaJ 
1
'' sttate,~y:t ·, 

Recycle ~: to contru J. 
st~ategy?· 

RECOVERY 
STRATEGY 

FIGURE 2. 6 A SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE POLICYMAKING PROCESS AND STRATEGIC DESIGN 

ti\A,..t--.J ,r~n1 c::. 1 Q7?1 
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alterr.ativ::: s. T:ie ~:.nal step is concerned v:ith the making of the 
strategic choice when~ . the existing corporate strategy is either ' :- : . ,:., -,. .- ';;f_d: ' .... . . -~ ~'.· . -?·''·"- ·· .. . l . • ' 

• 

. - .! --; _ . -:: · . 

~ '7._ reaffi:rm~<or: · a new strP.tegic· ?~~~i.! c is ~evdoped. The strategist, 
in making ~ his'.:· strategic choice. is influenced. in his decision by 

· .' 

his pers~nai. v~luf!~: and his ~ttitude towards soci;·ty·. 

\ Paine and Naumes (1974) see policy or strategy formation"cis a 
complex problem-solving process by which the organization m~kes 
choices relating to the internal and external environment. The 
policy act ivities have wide ramifications, have a long-time 
perspective, use criti 

criptive model o 

2. 7. 

makers are 

support from b 

social process 

They h ve developed a des• 

strated in figure 

from the 

The policy 

s olutions to 

i es and gain 

28 

the enterpr;, and at the 

olicy makers On interest and desires. 

Khandwalla (1976) views a set of guidelines 
or policy heuristic-s . developed as a response to the contingencies 

faced by the firm". The model of corporate strategy as proposed by 
him is shown in figure 2.8. In the model a great deal of emphasis 
is given to environmental factors which play an important role in 
strategy formulation. In a study carried out by him of 79 American 
manufacturing firms, he found that the corporate strategies of firms 
where managers perceived the environment as uncertain were signifi= 
cantly different and more comprehensive than those firms ~~here the 
managers perceived the environment as being stable and predictable, 



(Inputs) 

Changes in Environ 
Forces 

(Feedback) 

r- - - - - - .... ---_-_-_-_-_-_-__ --- - 1 
I Structure--

Roles. Programs 
Self-interests or Values 
Political Resources'.· 

Transformation) 

?: 

Ob'ectives, Strate ,es 
t,q.,ti',..,._ ____ _,,_. _ __ ____,. Role erformancef 

Organization Outcomes 
~= .. ~ .. -! ·~ ' 

i . 

(Outputs) 

' l 
. . I 

I 
I 

FIGURE 2.7 A DESCRIPTIVE MODEL OF POLICY FORMATION (PAINE AND .. NAU/v\ES, · l _cp4) 
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Firm's observable 
environment, t.g. 
competition, government 
regulations, technological 
change, ,,, . 

Psychological 
properties of tho 
perceived 
environment, t.g. 
dynamism, 
uncertainty, 
restrictiveness, tic. 

Hierarchy in the 
importance of 
<litfercnt functional . 
areas and goals. 

Heuristics employed 
in each area or used 
to achie~c each goal. 

Integration of 
heuristics for greater 
cohesiveness. 

FIGURE 2. 8 KHANDWALLA'S MODEL OF CORPORATE STRATEGY. 
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Hussey (1974) has _dev:eloped a generalized planning model which _ is 

shown in'}!i{e:;d:' '}be} ~re of his · pialllling systeui ii:th,6 tra= . 

tegic, P.~~:;i~fe1_. a~~ , .. financial plans. The first step in planning 
; . ': :()'\·''~:ft ·_ ( ,_-_ )· ·::: ;"/.:., .,. ·_ . . . . I • ' . ·_ .. . ;: ( ::: ;,: • • ·;:L, 

the company.' ;s :~future, , strategy is the performance of an appraisal 
- -~··, -·\,:'.J}·;_{~1w~:[;"\ui:';{;~t:{rt:\c'.t · , .. ' .. - ·_ ~: . . . , a' _,.. ,:, ... · ., •. ,~ :. :, ~_ .... . 

of s trerigths"' and :wealc'.ness:es~ According to him, this in turn is 
' ·-;:.~ -~''. . ' . . 

. _· t '.:~i' \.?''" : ,i;i\'i•io•i(r ,-·.,; . 
likely to lead' _to th'e formation , of a number of short-range and 

long-range plans and probably a few project plans. 

Hussey, lik_e Katz, Cannon, and Andrews does not make a distinction 

between the objective setting and strategy formulation process. 

He considers objective 

strategic planning pro 

The third stage 

threats. From 

objectives and 

which flow 

considered in the light 

On integral par t of the 

of 

and 

for the o ganization, 

r the operayng plans. 

to plans/d f orecasts 

ing proc s where they are 

and strategy, 

and may be either accepted or returned to operating managers for 

refinement. 

Christensen, Andrews, and Bower (1973) define strategy "as the 

pattern of objectives, purposes or goals and major policies and 

plans for achieving these goals, stated in such a way as to define 

what business the company is in or is to be in and the kind of 

company it is or is to be". 
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FIGURE 2. 9 GENERALISED PLANNING SYSTEM (HUSSEY, 1974) 
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Christensen et al do not argue whether the term strategy shuuld inc l ucie 
?s:. 

the selet~fon of ' goals or d!J~t'e only the deployment of ' resources in 
:· ·c .:..' :· ..... r' f' .·;: •. . :..~ .. ":·.\. :.\~ :/f :,.,.;-~- -; .. {~~i ... 0

;.~·::{~- ~-~ - ~ ~ -~-. ', : ; _,~ _ ; ;;~ ,r · :~: ·~;{' : • ..,·~;_ ·:? .. :~ ·:.· . .·'· ·,i.':~ .. ; .. · · ·. 

o:rde.r to ~~l~~ieve these goals. According to them, strategy has two 
. :.: ·., . . -;- ·.·. 

' ~ ;- :;,. \_ .. _.. ( .' -··. · . • • i • £ ·. •.r) 

impor:tki;~r ~;~pJ~ts:. ' Th~ first' '.of/ these is formulation; the second 
·. ·····L·r,.; _f;.~::Iz;:~?'i.1:b:::~t~'~;/::.,;;<~;i.:B·J16/,)~~.:<.~=~(~·· .. ·. '.··.··7fw.{L. ' . . . ~:{ .: ,· · .· .·~ .. 

is implemeri.ta~ioii •. _.The pritici,pal, activities of the formulation 
: ·. i ·:' '.i .",'.. ·,~ .. , ··*· . ·, .'. . ::~~?\t.t~~ --~ .. ': _..;1¥~i.-: ;; .;~p. { ~-.. ', '_.--· ·~ .. ~.- : :·~ \. ;_j: -~-~,'_<;·~ (::"'· .. ;/ . ~ . ~~'/i{·":,~ ·~-:~- . . '· ... . 

phase include an appraisal of present and future opportunities 
~. ~ ... :,-;·, .. ,. ", :~ ... ·, 

and risk in the ~ompany1 
s environment; an assessment of the firm's 

unique combination of present and potential corporate res~urces 

or competences; determination of the personal and organizational 

preference&, and identification and acceptance of the social responsibiliti1 

of the firm . 

Christensen et al 

i. 

1.1.i. persona l 

authors is the personal 

of rategy:-

given by these 

and-a~p1.rations of the chief executives. 

The chief executive plays a special role in contributing quality to 

purpose through the standards he exercises in the choice of what to 

do and the way in which it is to be done. Thus,the execution of 

strategy at a high professional level will depend to a great extent 

upon the depth and durability of the President's personal values, 

his standards of quality,and the clarity of his character. 
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C~.ucc-~: '::s ~6) - .:.. ... ;;.:.: .s s~rategy "as a unified, comprehensive and 
,. 
f 

integrated plan designed to assure that the basic objectives of 

~~ .. ~ enterprise are achieved 11
• He refers to strategic planning 
... . 

as • ~-~ l'that set of decisions· and actions which)eads to the 
·:::· ·_, .... ~;,, ·;. .. : . ··!: . ..,_ '; .,-:~ ; ;. "" ·, 

• > • ·. £ ; \ _ ., ;,, -,,.: . !.:> : . ~-: ~~ -,~ ' •-;" -~?i.'.f'' •; 
devefopment of an _·effective.. strategy". <; Glued~ has aeveloped a 

reasonably comprehensive· strategic planning model which is shown 
\ 

in figure 2. JO. 

Glueck's model does not illustrate the inverse relationships 

between the various phases, and as such, fails to show t he dynamic 

nature of the strategic 

Christensen et 

t he 

p l anning" 

major 

short range. 

in figure 2. 12 . Strategic 

In contrast t o Ansoff, 

G ueck's concept 

"business company-wide 

the proce l into three 

medium range , and 

ocess is · !ustrated fully 

he entire process of 

determining ma j or outs i de i nterests f ocused on the organization; 

expectations of dominant inside interests; information about past, 

current and projected performance; and evaluations of environmental 

opportunities and threats, and company strengths and weaknesses. 

Like Newman and Logan (1971), they use the term master strategies 

which refers to the overall pattern of the company's basic mission, 

purposes, objectives, po.licies and specific ·resource deployments. 
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McNichols callsthese: root.strategies while Hofer and Schendel use 
.. · . : . . . l , .. ; .. . ; ·, ,:. ,f: ·:.:. ;. " ''. '.,~" .. . . .. .. . : . 

-fh~fc -f~~~~~f i~'~tii~)(;:~ ;mo~el al_so has ltprogram strategies" 

·whi'ch'Afii~-:fo,:' tbk:_ specific deployme1:.1t ~£, resources. physical 
. -~:"'_~:;:l,~t~\i~I:~ttt~,;1t0.Htf/rtitt·:~"-. · -_ . >,.·:: .. :,(·; . . 

'·1tnct;'.-~ul:~0'1e~;rso~-as to" achieve ·tn.e orga_nizational objectives. -· -·-. ·;:~'.·7··:,~~,,,~,:.::t;i:;}ii~,:t~··t:::'\? -/· .,. ~>· .. _.;. --r<:'r.-:· ... 
. ::; 

.... ,:-·~ .:\_.(r.;~ ,;- .~ 
...,_y,._·,-~-.:<f >,-

Steiner and Miner's components of the concept of strategy fre:-
\ 

i. missions 

ii. purposes 

iii. objectives 

iv. policies 

Lorange and Vancil 

organization, or 

conceptualizatio y t e organiz t ion's 

~-~--+---1,,.-.:+--1if-i-p-o ... s~e~s
7 

of the l organization , 

the broad 

leader or accepted 

restrict the scope 

set of plans 

self-imtpse by the 

riors, that c rrently 

n's ac ti vi ti , , and the current 

adopted in the 

expectation of contributing t o the achievement of the or ganization's 

objectives". They have not proposed any components of strategy, 

nor have they formulated a strategic planning model. Lorange and 

Vancil are of the opinion that strategy is formulated at 3 levels 

in an organization, namely, corporate level, business level, and 

activity level. 

Hofer and Schendel (1978) define an organization's strategy as the 



environmental interactions that indicates howthe organization 
- . . ·1: . •. _- ('.:". :- ;.: :_ '_ ::•-/ . ' • ' ~-

will ~~~ieve ... ~-~s ~bje~tiv_es". Their_ cqncept __ of strategy consists 
.. t,}· Y'., .. / -~·-:,.,- --~ · .. : ; . ·. : .... ; _~-1:.·:1 ~ ·-:. .. : ~ ·-

•• ~ -- t -:,, '. ·. : ~~~"'"'.'#-:!-~~~ ·, ·~·::_ ::- ,f -·~ ... ~. >,. 

of ' four comppnent"s:- ---->
.!;,'. ~;;>tJt .;-_,,i,i?,;ic;,... .J ·) ,---?;~:1;'1''::,.-. :,,_)·,:1, 

L ; --Scope ' .:.. thi ~:ictent of th~<o;·ganization' s present and 

planned interactio~~ with its environment. This component 
\ 

is sometimes referred to as the organization's domain~-

ii. Resource deployments - the level and pattern of the 

organization's past skill 

deployments that oals and 

objectives . refer ed to as the 

iii. Competi ti,: e a an 

iv. 

organize~ ::. on 

deployment s 

Synergy - the joint e 

organization ' s resource deployments and/or scope 

decisions. 

the 

Ne,;\'IIlan and Logan, Uyterhoeven et al, and Ansoff do not include 

resource deployments as a component of strategy as Hofer and 

Schendel. However, Katz includes distinctive competence under 

his first component, ~hich he refers to as scope. 
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.. 

·..: 

. . : .. . . . ; ~ . . ~··' ''· ... . 
. . _,. . - ......., . .., . .. . . .. .. .. . : .. ... . 

, - , .. . ·:: .. ·,;:.. .,,_ < ·:; ·,,.t' :::::_: _.7: -:I:;j:./: ~: . .;,. ··. 
Hofer and' Schendel consider z:e~ource d~l)l~yme~~ts_ an_d competitive 

t· ·· ~;:''' : ,..( . .11:v·:;·· ... ;'i;· ' · · ' ·: .. • 

advantages : as being t_he most·' imporb1pt. :_ind fund~mental aspects of 
: . tM;~)f~,:~1fY~ff:·~~tJ~-A~j, '-:'·~l.'·?-~>-.: ,>-~j). :;·.\)~t~·;l t>·· / :~,: ' .. _:"::., -~ ::· : :~ :' .. ·1· 
;stratety~~F:i/.Tii'ef.define __ competi'~ive ·::ad\fanta·ges differently than both 

· · , -•'.;~:;.:t~:.:tt¥Jt;:1Jt~~it'~ft~f~ilf'>:fJi;;,;r~i,~::,;~~·:•·ir/'. f[~::t __ }j ··.;~ }.·::·: ~ .• ::. ·t 7 :~r} :'; '~ 
Amfoff' ana· uyt:erhoeven :et ah .·. Ansoff-· defines . competitive · · -<, i ' :, ,i,• -~-... ... ,·. :, >:;, .• . . .. \ . . . . .• . . . . • . • ' ,' .· . 

advantages· as 'the "prope~_ties of :i~ividual produc t,iarket~ which 
\; 

will give the firm a strong competi~ive pos.ition", while Oyter~oeven 

et al are of the opinion that competitiv~ advantages stem from 

the ways that firms choose to apply their skills and resources to 

particular produc t-market segments. Hofer and -Schendel, on the 

other hand, believe that "c -<••·-.... ~ .... ,.- stem from 

either product-market 

The only authors to 

Hofer and Schendel, 

that there are h ierar 

three major leve ls of 

strategy, business 

re~ ce deployments". 

opinion 

rea strategy . Each 

of these strategies according to them has the four components. 

The basic characteristics of the different types of strategies 

is shown in figure 2.13. 

Hofer and Schendel have developed separate models for formulating 

strategy at the corporate level and at the business level. These 

are shown in figure 2.14 and figure 2.15. 

following aspects are observable:-

From these models the ·, 



FIGURE 2. 13 Some Basic Characteristics of Corporate, Business, and Functional Strategies (Rof_et;\ a.nd Schendel, --·-1978) 
- ·., ~·-· .:-{"Jil}-~~r ~: .. ;: ·. · · -~ 
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iii. They exclude budgeting an~ other implementation planning 

from the strategy formulation process. 

iv. They inc l ude contin 

Hofer and Schendel 

authors concept o 

This is 

The Department of 

Durban-Westville has devel 

in the strategy 

various 

of 

nning model which 

is referred to as the UDW Strategic Planning Model (Figure 2.16). 

In working towards the concept of a comprehensive stra.tegic 

planning process, careful consideration was given to the fact that 

since the business environment is a dynamic process,and thus 

responding at all times to the changes in the marke~ place, the 

strategic model must of necessity be dynamic and capable of 

incorporating any changes that occur in the market place. Hence, 

the model developed is sensitive to changes and is capable of 

accommodating ·these changes. The action decisions have to be 
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revie~~c1 ·i t au'iim~~ as they are influenc~d by changes _ in the 
. /,.:~:'. ~-.;~.{:·-f"": ~.,iJ.;_. ~:~::···~ ~~ ;;:·~~~.~%~t.i /, .-,::_: __ ,,:~ ;-~:~:.:ii 1::µ, ..... ~ .. ; . '· aterna~~i~g~,,~~fr1ut~, .••. Thls .• is ···Sch-tically illusff;a.~ed 

assists in realising the· 

short _and long term objectives of the organization. As such it must 
!/ :,:?~ . . ... . 

be constantly reviewed against the objectives for two main reasons:-

-
i. If the strategic decisions do not match up 

·against object.ives, they have to be changed-·. 

ii. If on the other are unrealis tic 

the s trategy is, 

ontrast 

n being 

The operational variables 

are 

.and include the following: 

i. Financial and production policies 

ii. Personnel policies and training 

iii. Assets of the organization - plant, equipment and inventory 

iv. Marketing programs, viz., the product strategy, 

pricing strategy, distribution strategy and promotion 

strategy 
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ix~ -- Re~earch and dev~lopment 
\ 

The strategic variables refer to variables in the external 

environment. Continued evaluation of the external environment 

enables the organization to make rapid and . effective changes in the 

company strategy , in order to be able to meet the external threats. 

The factors that have 

are the following:-

l. • 

iii. 

ir. 

v. 

V i. 

external environment 

v r iables 
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-' · .. 

~ J f l , ~- , ~ • • .. : _ · / ".,!.{~~~·:.:\~\.} ~ l~ ~ • ,,·.· ', ' " .. ~:,~·',>: .. ,; '. ·",_., 
An analys~s of .,t'1!:'l,;;<?.P.~.!!~.io.~a~_ .. and '\. ~tt;a.tegie·~variable• ,~bles the · 

:'.:<. .• -
\; ~,:_~;-~-

The UDW Strategic Plarining ·Model,. unlike some of the prev:ious models 
\ . 

discussed is not _·c.o.mplex. I.t has been made simple so "that\ it -can be 

understood and used by .the small businessman to formulate and evaluate 

the strategy of the .firm. In contrast to Hofer and Schendel, Glueck, 

Ackoff and Ansoff , .. the UDW model does not differentiate between the 

objective setting process 

setting is 

process. 

From the above 

expounded 

result of 

depth to which the 

explaining the 

Henderson (1966 ) states is 

of the strategy formulation 

arise as a 

ubject or the 

and steps used in 

is the same. 

~ning new about corporate 

strategy or corporate development, only the emphasis is new". 

The strategy formulation models that have been discussed differ 

primarily in the degree of explictness, detail and complexity with 

which they consider each of the steps. The formulation of a strategic 

model is important because it forms a basic analytical framework 

for looking at the various aspects of the strategic planning process. 

A simple model, similar to the ones developed by Andrews (Fig. 2.5) and 

200310454
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the . l)epc1;rtment ot' Business'· Adininistratioif of the University of 

Durban-Westville (Fig. 2.16), is adequate for a small business, _ 

··;:·i:_li~1(!i;t8i~_!t~-~t~~tf~., like ···tho-~~ of An~°of{ ,(Fig. _2.4) and Hof;r 
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\~-L~:1J:i~{it~}i~;j,.:i,~--.:;~:2Jt'5.i?;~Iik:~.~;i<° . -.· • · -~ ; · ,. -· · •· . ---. · ·- ._ .. · . · . . - -.· ··. :,~ ,, :f '. Schendel;- (}'J_~c:tJ4 and Fig., 2,.15);can b.e . . u.sed as a, Jrf"""worlt-t ,,, __ 

·.: ·;:·}}~:\f~~ulati~:-·2(~\~aiuad~; s~-ra.tegy 0~ large~_organizatfons_. :_- ,·' . . 

\· 

However, I would like to point out that there is no model or concept 
I 

that will apply to all situations without some modifications. The 

models developed by the various writers are quite general, and hence, 

some modifications have to be made to fit particular c ircumstances. 

It must be understood that 

elegance of the 

it is important 

performance. I t 

and 

the 

Taking into account view 

the end is t he quality of 

the 

strategy. Finally, 

effective strategies 

organizationa 

nization's structure 

that they will use 

on corporate strategy, 

it can be said that basically, the strategic planning process includes 

the areas of objective setting, environmental analysis, strength 

and weakness analysis, evaluation of alternative courses of action 

open to the f irrn, and finally, the implementation and analysis of action 

decisions. Hence, recognrzing the above, the research questionnaire 

for this study has been designed, such that;the objectives of a 

business, the influence of environmental factors on the business, 

it's distinctive competences and strengths, and the constraints to 
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~-· ' ~- : . . 

expansi~n . and_ : grp,w~h .. _of._,the business_· can i;·; 'detend.ned ~: 
I~ •- ~ ... -t .. ~• •• ,~, . .. ,.. \ .. ;. ).fi..~, , .:t\ ,. t. •• . .,,. · ·•· • . ·'" · ;- · .. . ?· • ' .. · .," ,,, .,, :.· I'-.•-- ,, ".,; 

. ., 

~-· -- ~-- . . t , . . .: •· .. -'";\ ''"'rf"·•~--·., .. • , - " ··r.tt~;-i ·.-.;~ .. :Yr:u.~:.:..:i~-~J:--: .. ~:\<.\ ;.,i ~ .. - ?i ~-:;~ :~:z, _"~ ~-rs~t .~; .'t°t.f.;. .~·-._t · .. ,:~Ji!i:~:~4:~:;~':,>.~~-:~~~;~~~-~t:·r :. . . . . _, ... ... ,~ -· ·~-- . _-. ~;,\ 
.· •·. 1~2,t\~.i>ERSONAIJ( V:A'IJJES AND CORPORATE STRATEGY. ).';H·:·v.~,-.,,·,._i~ ·--;.~·:'4 .. "'t . . . 'i-·,~--·m ·" .. 

t;t(;~JJ-~e~~son~J.:;~villue;s·;,; ft.pIJuence ·eve·ty managemen_t;'"dec fsiotf't.;::· Deci'.siontf taken 

f l:(~~!~{~{f f~K: leVei'. ;f~ paifi~~~~t{y'.~otl:ani: ~~ilJli~ they , . 
provide~ 'direction' and set limits on the whole pattern 0~ company 

operations and have a major impact on customers, employee_s, shareholders 

and on•·:the managers themselves. 

Rokeach (1973) has given a somewhat cumbersome, but very comprehensive 

definition of 

f'To say that 

prescriptive or 

or end-state of 

toward situations; 

Guth (1963) 

has an enduring 

of 

being which the individual involved judges desirable, that is, worth 

maintaining or improving". Hence, for example, being wealthy. having 

high social status, possessing job security, are states of being 

assigned value by some individuals and thus may be said to be their 

personal values. 

Personal values are not the same as personal goals. Guth has made 
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a clear distinctior. between the' two. According· ·to him, · "personal 

. . .·. : . . 

points in time·~· ·gtven · the particular situation involved". 

The manager of a·· company, in the process of making strategic decisions 

which affect the organization as a whole, is continually concerned 

with matching opportunities, risks, and threats in the environment in 

which the company is 

command. 

stockholders, 

The significance 

managers is seen 

sources it has a t its 

be determined to a 

, the values of the 

i. ya manager looks at 

other individuals and groups of individuals, thus influencing 

interpersonal relationships. 

ii. Personal value systems influence a manager's perceptions of 

situations and problems he faces. 

iii. Personal value systems influence a manager's decisions and 

solutions to problems. 

iv. Personal value systems influence the extent to which a manager 
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',"4,o :ill accept or ·"?1·~~i:f,or1~izati0na~ pr .. ssures ,,,and goals. 

;4~:Yf: :ft~~l ~\j!~~~i:1,fu~if~~{\i~}ly t~e Percep!ioUS., of 

, .. ;·~ ;;;l:( )'.~livid~f''ahd · org~~iiad.6rial·:·;~~;is~ but their achievements 

ti;~'.\1l~4iW1\~~2J~}:~t:7:rI: ~~ .. . .. ,. _ . . :~ ~ ii• 

vL ,.: Perso~~1.~~~atiii systems set the limits for the determination 
\ 

of what is and what is not ethical behaviour by~ manager. 

vii. . Personal value systems provide a meaningful level of analysis 

for comparative studies aJD.ong national and organizational 

groupings of individuals. 

A study of the personal v 

States of America 

a tendency among 

strong emphasis ...,_..., __ ..,__.....,_...,._...,.'6-_......,~ 

overridingly economic 

in the United 

t hat there was 

Thus, 

more likely 

values were 

The most extensive ana l ysis of managerial va l ues has been done by 

George England (1975). His research has clearly established the role 

that values play in decision making. England studied the personal 

value systems of 2500 ma~gers in five countries, namely, U.S.A., 

Japan, Korea, India and Australia. A swmnary of his study results 

is given in Exhibit 1 of the Appendix. 

Christopher Orpen (1976) investigated the relationship between personal 
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values and job su~-cess ln a --s·amp1e of 92 South .:'.:=icau ~nagers. i.ie 

I 

as the more succ:es·sful manager_s had values which emphasized productivity, 

profit. aggressiveness, success, change. and competition; whereas the 

less successful managers had values which emphasized social welfare, 

dignity, honour, religion, security, leisure and trust. Orpen is of 

the opinion that t hese differences suggest that, "whilst t he successful 

manager prefers 

an organization that 

unsuccessful manager 

oriented role with in 

unchanged within a s 

An investigation 

of businesses enab les on 

that their behaviour can 

o change, the 

emain fairly 

er s /owners 

the result 

n important aspect, 

since the strategy of an organization has to be moulded t o the stra= 

tegist's value systems. If the strategy formulated for an organization 

does not fit in with the strategist's value systems, the probability of 

that strategy being implemented is very slim. 
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' . 

In order to achieve the objectives of this study a questionnaire 

.. wis· used, (Exhibit 2 of the Appendix) and it was desig~~d in 

such a way that the relevant information was obtained. 
\ 
the 

questionnaire was divided into tw~ pkrts. Section A was aimed 

at determining the ' basic strat;egy of the f i~;-th~- planning 

activities carried out and the constraints to growth. Section B 

was aimed at determining of the managers/ 

owners of 

The questions 

answers, since ~~..,.,,.ffll~fi-,i,"P"l"'H~~H~"""""~l"Wr-i~tl to re uctance 

because )f the time 

factor involved. 

have been exposure 

of Indian businessmen 

The first question was aimed at determining the types of business 

ownership among Indian businessmen. In the case of a sole 

proprietorship, ownership is vested in one individual who 

makes all the decisions concerning the business. On the other 

hand, in the case of a private company ownership is vested in a 

limited number of shareholders. In making decisions concerning 

the business, usually the resources of the shareholders are pooled. 
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The second question .. con~eriifn~;·_tbe __ numb.~r, of. employees ·. ~as . asked in 
. ~- . ~- ... \ -r~-:·· --~--~-:.--:.:;:, ·._: -~-- ..--.:~ (·: .. - . >·-· .:.:~ - -_ .·_· : ·: .: : ~-. ">· . ·· .. 

order to deter,mine .. ,tht{ slze1 ... 0L :.the,. firm~ ~i. General_ly. ther_e is a 

. ,tend~~cy,::ttt ::8.'.:a.· .. '_··.:.ts:1~-.-zf_·_.e:.:.:_~e.~:r-··,:.·,·.:i ...• :\:a,·······.·.·_-.•. '..r,·.·

1

·:·.~ .. _ .. ·,·· .. ::.~,· .•. • .•.. :·,: .. _: :r ::·'·~.~.···;.~.: .. ! .·.:·'.,: .·:_ .. -::::··.·.··t ·····'.·· .. _-·.·.·.~·-·.·_.he·.:_·.·_; ·.-::-~.:.: ... ~.: .•. ·:····~·l·~.::.'.:····,:·::·.' ... : .• ,:.:~.·.-.= .: :; :.·:·._:·:··.····:'~·· _~.~ -· . ·_ . ...•. z.,'•,·::·r ... , •.•. ~.• .. : .. :._: .. _•:.•-·-··.·.' .... ·:·.e·····;: .. :·._t ~~~'~t~t1~ ; f:~~t the ._ larger 
.... , . .,..,. , .. ,,... be ... _ c_ ,_ • . :· ~'". ~,,· ,· ._,..,.<·:;. :·i·f:'./i ;z~f<~tfri~ i.~-r~'!)ii.;~,,;;~,At -·~,j·,;_,r:· 

.... _. :: 
l _ , ...•. · -1, 

' -~ '. ,;.._ ~ -· -· 

Questions three and four were aimed at determining whetbe~ expansion 
. . i. . 

and diversification has taken place among Indian businesses,. In the 

determination of whether the firm foJlowed an expansion strategy and/or 

diversification strategy, Ansoff's product-mission matrix (Figure 3.1) 

and diversif ication matrix (Figure 3.2) were used as a basic guide. 

-
An expansion "intensive growth" 

Fig. 3.1. 

ited the opportunities 

Present 

New 

~~r~;~_ 

(3) 

l. Market penetration 

·2. Product development 

3. Market development 

PRODUCT-MISSION MATRIX (Ansoff, 1965, p. 113). 

New 

(2) 

Di versification 
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The alternatives open to the~ company·, are market penet_~ati6tf'rmarket 

developmen~!'' aiMf product' de\'et6pment.· Market> penetratiori".1 con'sist_s ~f 

!ilf i~~::;!{l!t\:~::::!!}:~~'.~lf ii~:;::y 
·';;,:_: :1 ···-~(-: •: . 

markets~ :', Produ.ct development is a situation where a company\ seeks 

increased sales by developing improved products for its present 

markets. 

New p,oducts 

ion 

Unrelated 
technology 

Figure 3.2 Diversification Matrix (Ansoff, 1965, p. 116) 

Vertical integration is a useful strategy for a company if the basic 

industry has a strong future growth potential and/or if the company is 

able to increase its profitability, efficiency, or control by moving 

forward, backward, or horizontally within the industry. In the case of 

forward integration the company aims to obtain ownership or increased 

control o_f its distribution systems, while in the case of backward 

integration the company seeks ownership or increased control of its supply 
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systems. Horizontal int.eg,r,8:t~on_ is a situation wh_er_e_,.;a_ -~o~a~y acqui?;es 

owne~ship_ o_-r _increased c~nt,r _ol _of. sotDe;. of i~.s competit_or,s. _ H_en_ce, .·a 
~.- -,~,- "<~,,: :::_ ··" .>:. - ~: .. : >··L ::·"'·''7·','(•'. \Y ·. _ .· ·.. · :--' --~.· · · ··-··-: / ?,~~.1- -: · · · • • •\ ~ ~ : • , . 

strat~~ o~·· vert1W· i~t:egtation means a firm·· . bec~s. v;ry greatly .. 

'i"; :/1,~ijj~JI~~J~;~iJf :.~.J~t s:~nt. ·s:~r·;'tt:it st;~ng .. ·· 
if tediriology is related, while on the other hand it may be weak,. and 

even negative, in the case where the technology is unrelated. . \ 

Horizontal diversification occurs whe~ a company adds new products 

that appeal to _its present customers. The products added are usually 

technologically unrelated to its present product line. 

new products 

the existing 

that appeal to new 

no relationship to 

markets. 

---
a corn any seeks to add 

technolog , products or 

Question five was aimed at determining the factors responsible for 

contributing to the success of the various Indian businesses. In 

addition, this question also reveals the strengths of a firm. 

Question six was aimed at determining the effect of enviromental 

factors, both external and internal factors, on a company's 
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Qties tion seve·n was included to determine the factors that there were 

hindering the growth-and expansion of Indian businesses. For this 

question a semantic differential scale was designed using numerical 

cues. As far ' as the number of cues ar.e concerned, resea rch shows that 

reliability increases as t 

to Nunnally 

11 cues 

a seven point 

Question eight 

carried out 

were done. 

Section B 

cues are increased. According 

ten to level off at 7 and aft 

Hence for this question 

~ypes of panning activities 

owners of Indian businesses . The personal value questionnaire (PVQ) 

used for this study is a modification of England's (1975) PVQ. Only 

27 of the 66 concepts England used are included in this PVQ. The 

concepts have been divided into 3 categories: goals of business 

organizations, personal goals of individuals, ideas about general 

topics. Two other categories, groups of people and ideas associated 

with people, which were included in England's PVQ, have not been 

excluded in this study. In .the category, ideas about gener_al topics, 
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"<~.~-·._: ., '.:.: : :<: .. ;:_~-;!'{-:· .. ~--.• 

6 concepts _ of the 16 used ,by England h:it,·;eefi;~luded, while in the 

othei;,;tw __ o~.-.catego_~i~s ; all .. .,it~~-,. ~~nd~~~s,.)1.a.v,~_:Je~9 it.{cl9_ded in .the PYQ , . . 

~i ; \ ,~---;-:: - ~ 
. Seve·raf."majo'r:, classe·;··,o(:overlapping values were recognised by England 

, ~~;;\ . _- .... , . . ::;, ~- ; . _,.~ . ..:.,., . ..:;..- .;. ... ... . . . .... 

and are _shown . in Figure 3. l. All possible values which hlght be held 

by an 

I 
Conceived 

values 

L 

space and are known a 

made up of two classes 

Value Space or Potential Values 

Operat i ve val ues 

Behaviourtl Relevance 

of Values 

t otal value 

The poten ial values are 

values 

·(those which would have little or no impact on behaviour) and 

conceived values (those which may be translated from the intentional 

state into behaviour). The conceived values are made up of 

operative values (those which have a relatively high probability of 

being translated from the intentional state into actual behaviour), 

intended values (those which are viewed as important but may have 

only a moderate probability of being translated from the intentional 

state into behaviour because of situational factors) and adopted values 



...l_ 

( those whfch, are less a. part· ;of ,t~e . personality structure of· the 

of·'. situational fa'ctors) • 

(PVQ) ·by 
-:· ··· •.,·· 

on the'.· ratioriale that the meanings attached by an 

individual to a carefully specified set of concepts will pr·9vide a 

useful description of his personal value system, which may in turn 

be related to his behaviour. 

In England's PVQ, f our scales are used to represent two modes of 

valuation. Since 

is thought to be 

his researchers fel t 

effect of values, i t 

theoretical distinc tto 

their translation i nto 

valuation were deve loped. 

idea t o an individual 

impor tance to 

England anc 

on the behavioural 

ouerat ~onal the 

onality of vJlues and 

ry modes of 

The pragmatic mode of valuation suggests that an individual has an 

evaluative framework that is primarily guided by success - failure 

considerations. The ethical - moral mode of valuation implies on 

evaluative framework consisting of ~thical considerations influencing 

behaviour towards actions and decisions which are judged to be "right'' 

and away from those judged to be "wrong". The affect of feeling mode 

of valuation suggests an evaluative framework which is guided by 

hedonism; one behaves in ways that increase pleasure and decrease pain. 

200310454
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A comb_ination of the primary and secondary modes of valuation was 
.. 

considered by England to be a better behavioural predictor than would 

be either mode alone. Thus, "for_ a pragmatically oriented individual, 

behaviour is best indicated by _those concepts consider_e,d, ,impo_rtant and 

successful; for a morally - ethically oriented individual, behaviour 

is best predic ted right; 

behav·our is best predicted 

p. 4). t udy of the 

personal value 

3.2. 

Informat ion was obtained 

by means of ppendix). Once the 

questionnaire was out among 

4 businesses so that any irregularities or improper questions could 

be eliminated. It was found that certain statements were not 

properly interpreted in the pilot test. Hence, wherever possible, 

examples were given. 

3.3. SAMPLING 

The respondents for this study were drawn from Indian-owned 
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busfoesses situated iri Durhan'. As far as the total population 
·:- ·-~ .~ ' ._, ... '._:·.,·:/ ;·>::·, ___ -_-. .:.:._·_s.:. _- · _.:· _: .. ~ _;~--;::<~-- -- . . , ,,. --~- . -~: _>_~·-.:~~-=.. ·_.2:-.·~ ~'. __ . . :. ·:?t t: .. \>:·:l·::--:~ __ -·;:4~- ,,,,. <--~ ... s:. 

. ·· ,,- -r·:'?·~of potentfaf' respondents' was ·. concern'ed;~ •it'." should be emphasized 
i /)i_r·. ~ t ti:};: ::''.:,>:·-,-~ · ',: .. :·.,:c' }<:i}i;,i·t;h~i:: tp;;: ~~; :\}{'"}\;.;;;>(:::,:i i:\~' ;~~\~)~:~,;_\,.· ~ .;.,_-,; , : 

,'.. :(:;?·~t\:.,~J}:tat groups _ o.f businesses with _co1IUI1on· ownersh1.pwere .regarded 
. .:j::,i .:;:~~i<-> . -·. . . . - . ~ / . ::.:t::,,,.t/:. J ·;:~-~-.;·:.: .l:; ._ . . ... ... : . . . ~.-_}?•:~{iI~s:·t{:, . · · , 

.·· .:. "_" ;'. ··as single trading un1.ts·~.'T' .Thl.S was done because · 1.t was found 

that planning was usually done at the head office or main · 

trading unit. \ 
\ 

\ 

3.4 FIELD WORK 

Questionnaires were delivered personally to the respondents and 

wherever possible peo 

owners) were interv· 

were comp leted·. 

unavailab le o 

were' 

fill 

of, so as 

80 questi onnaires 

response being 62,5% 

e of the business (managers or 

the quest ionnaires 

they 

duly C 

vised not to 

ere not sure 

t ion. ·when 

on the 

the 

re rned, the rate of 
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••. ·-;·, ::-~ ,;;-;. ~, ..... i:':_.; ._-;..; _- ..... ~ -~ ' ~- :· 

· ·. i ~:~1~$~~1;~~/J:'.:::.2\ii ~ -r 4 
~·: · .. ,::._r~t-~~ii~fl~/-,1".--:.;i -~+.:~/ ... t~~?;;~~:'.~~1(.;i~~~~-: ,~_ . ---\··.:~: .. ~~---;'.-//:·; . 

. : .ANALYSIS·.';~~'.Df.tERPRETA'TION' AND .· DISCUSSION OF RESULTS .... .. . 

·f-; :~ Table 4:_ ·1 · Types of Business Ownership 

Type of Business 
Ownership 

Sole Proprietorship 

Partnership 

Private Company 

Public Company 

In the sample 407. of 

46/4 were private 

Number of 
Respondents 

\ 

Percentage 
of Total 

40 

14 

46 

0 

ships while 

65 . 

None of the 

to the fact that a large 

and run by family members. 

probably due 

were family owned 

The types of business activities the respondents were engaged in 

are shown in Table 4.2. It was found that the majority (55,9%) of 

the respondents were engaged in the retail business sector. 



.· . . . . ~ -~-Jo~- :: ~;.<{:\. -:~- .. 
Table 4 .. t :nPES.-OF: BUSINESS:'.'ACTI,_VIT.IES RESPONDENTS WERE> ENG.AGED IN .i,. ~-.-- ---·- --~.;. .... ..., . ..,_.:\.-, ......... ~fl.:~ .. . ,.:.- _,,. ••• ;: ::~ ~-~.~~~-.,.,,. , .,_,,.;. . - • ...:,i.;t,-- ... ~- ·,. ..; • :_··· ·· ,. . r•:--. 

Wholesale 

Manufacturing 

Financing, Insurance and 

Real Estate 

Services 

X N.B. Several 

38 

12 

8 

3 

55,9 

\ 17 ,6 

,,.1 J ,8 

4,4 

J0,3 

100 

e business 

concerned, 

66 

As far as growth 

the results show the total res= 

pondents while diversification~28% of the respondents. 

This is shown in Table 4 . 3 . Expansion through market penetration has 

taken place in 10% of the total sample. Results indicate that market 

penetration has occurred by respondents attempting to increase their 

market share by opening up new business outlets which sold the same 

product lines and were situated in close proximity to the earlier 

established business outlet/s. 



Table 4.3 EXTENT OF EXPA.Nsio:tf.AND DIVERSifrcATION 

EXPANSION 

Market Penetration 

Market Development 

Product Development 

DIVERSIFICATION 

Horizontal Diversifica 

Vertical Integratio 

i. Backward 

ii. Forward 

iii. Horizontal 

Concentric Diversification 

Conglomerate Divers ification 

5 

0 

3 

14 

() .,i 

·Percentage 
of Total 

'. ·, ·. ~·~" 

10 

2 

0 

12 

0 

14 

4 

0 

4 

6 

28 

-~ 
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...... . } , 
"'I.· 

. . .·-, .. · . 

.. . · /_'\ri}\ . .::,I?i/ t\:::':... . 
One responden~, ~a·s 'expanded by means 'of: marK,e.~'.\'-':&Y._~1:o,JJpie~t,,. · ·In · this 

t _.. t 
. :. . . · .. ·' . . . .· .• ··-.·:·--.·, .-.. ·: ; · . .. . • . · ; .. :.:., ·, . . . . . : .. , .. 

partfoular . caie'.tthe, respondent o'pened .addition~];.-·g~'graphica.1 marke~s, 
· : ,; ; :-,/ . . ,-\:itY1,f~f~~~!i~)?. ·;j><: :. - . :·::) . . .. "}::1~f :'i g:, _\:> ···:· :·: \: ])t'.;; __ t ;i'!-'~1t{:'t_ ... ·: ( > . ·. .·. I : : ,. • 

through: reg1.ona'li :~expans1on~ _ Nom(:of , the. respotid.ents ::in ;the sam{11e has- · 

~!~1£~~~it~fipr~~~j;f ~\\If {tt. ~~~f ljf f:~:1~it,s ./Micat:, 
that.:.•"5' ·,of·· the' '6 bilsines s es:: (83:;.3% r-:':i"ri' · the sample £ ollowing . a ·strategy 

.;,, ._:::.:.; 

of' expansion are those that have not exploited the OppOI\tunides latent 

in their present products and markets. 

Diversification has taken place is 28% of the businesses _ (TablJ;? 4.3). 

Of these 64,3% have followed a strategy of vertical integration. Of 

the 14% of businesses 

taken plac~, 4% moved 

turing while 10% 

the products. 

the respondents f ollowe .a El 

high degree of synergy in ma 

into m.anufac= 

business sector. 

a strategy 

they are 

a very 

Conglomerate Diversification has taken place in 6% of the businesses. 

The results show that these businesses were reasonably large, employing 

an average of 200 people. 



bY 

An interesting fe.ature observed was' ,,that the ownen/managers of . 
_;,.:(_ ~ -~-- -..;:;,·'. ·;:~~r~~ .. ;;J.-.-...:... ~ __ )~~: _··??-..:5-~~,.--:.~~:-::/_:;~j~ ~.1-:: .·.~::.;t·:(,i_ ~{·;.;~-:~· :----~: .--'.'_. ~:-t--.,::_ .. _- :·.;;_ ~: 

businesses whicb_:'had,.:expanded>-or,-:diveraified, were generally· in ·the 
·::/, :t:,··-•·-t·:. ~~:·:t~'.t~~~t;::t~:}t\j}rt1!~r;:-.r;t:;;fi:~r:tt:1~Li::~ "/.'~. /'.:,'y>:-- ·_ -._ ·· ::-._ .:?·h", -- __ :;. : · -. 

younger age_ grpup½\ comp~r.ed}, _ to· ,.the pwriers/managers of businesses 

i~ i,~~£B\~l~~~t~~~~if ~~ttt}t1if A· p~-°:~~~; .. 
explanat1on ·fa,r _ this · 1.s that the older managers are··uot 'risk oriented 

and are conservative in their business thinking. \ 
i 

\ 

It was also found that the average time taken for the businesses in 

the sample to expand or diversify was 16 years from the date of es• 

tablishment of t he first 

that initially t he 

Pioneer Stage". 

In this 

ideas has taken ove 

growth orientated. 

The aspects cons idered as -

contributing to the success 

explained by the fact 

(1973) called "The 

was one of survival. 

the pioneer 

that the 

business 

has become 

the respondents in 

is shown in Table 4.4. 

It can be seen that 76% of the respondents considered good customer/ 

client relationship as being most important. Ayob (1978) in his study 

of Indian Retailers found that knowledge of the market and good customer 

relationship were regarded as most important by the retailers. Thus,the 

above facts indicate that a good customer/client relationship is a very 

important factor in contributing to the success of Indian businesses. 

x Lievegoed, B.C.J. The Developing Organization, London, Taristock, 

1973. 



~ , \ 
ability to buy for cash 26 52 

\ 
competitive pricing 30 60 

specialist in products/services offered 19 38 

good sales f orce 26 52 

ability to buy on 6 12 

good location 2 44 

lack 4 8 

good 21 42 

offere 

good image 23 46 

vigorous sales 14 28 

good customer /cli 76 
l 

" -
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Competitive pricing was considered as being most important by 60% of the 
. ·.:•. ·:. , .. ;.., .,. 

: ·.: ·:-- ~ : "'i • ' ' ' .... , ·- . • .:. ·,. ;,-, •• · '"\ t,.~.._I{:.~_........ -~;<1,·~ ·:~-. :;t=~~· This is proba~:ly due 1:: ;jiJiit thatJs~::1na.~ businessma, 

_ operi(t_e:l1{an environment tha_t is highly competitive and one _in which pri:< 

}_~l-~.k.~1!i~.';,~ed competitive weapo~.}~1~-" ~·· ... ··· . . _ , . 
. ":- ,- ~-·- .· .. , .,.'!' \ ..... ,.. ... ____ , __ ,,. 

~-- ·,·';'>":· 

Fifty two percent of the respondents considered a good ~ales force as 

being important in contributing to the success of their b~siness. In 

order to develop a good customer/client relationship, a good sales force 

is necessary for a business. Hence, this . explains the high degree of 

importance placed on this aspect by 52% of t he respondents. 

The ability to purchase go 

buying enables 

it to sell the good 

respondents in 

important 

cates the competitive · 

businessman operates. 

consider sales promotions as 

s being important 

the fac t that cash 

enabling 

r cent of the 

s being least 

This indi• 

t he Indian 

2% of the respondents 

the advent of discount 

houses and hypermarkets, sales promotions, particularly advertising, play 

an important role in the success of these businesses. A comprehensive 

table of these results is shown in Exhibit 3. of Appendix. 

The extent of the influence of environmental factors on company performance 

can be seen in Table 4.5. The internal environmental factor, responsiveness 

to customer requirements,was considered by the respondents as being the 

most important factor influencing company performance. The high degree 

of importance given to this factor and good customer/client relationship 
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Table 4.5 Extent of. Influence of Environmental factors on CO!T!?~my 

OF RESPONDENTS 

Reasonable A very 

or Slight 
Extent Great 

None 
Extent 

Internal Factors 

New Product _introduction 32 32 20 16 

Price of product or service 44 40 

Quality of product or service 54 36 

Responsiveness to customer 

requirements 48 44 

Delivery schedules 16 30 

Customer service 36 

Company reputation 40 42 

Financial position 42 38 

External Factors 

Current economic climate 38 

Political situation 22 24 30 24 

Technology 56 16 26 2 

Competition 6 22 44 28 

Consumerism 4 22 58 16 

(Table 4.4) indicates a high marketing orientation outlook of the 

respondents in this sample. The quality of the product or service ·also has 

an important influence on Company performance, a fact that became evident 

from discussions held with respondents. 

1 
• 

J 
r 1; 



Forty two percent of the, respondents considered company reputation cs 

~. qafing:~ a g:reaj: . ~~,ac£ :,o;n.~.compa1:1,y ~p~if~~;k~e;./-
1 
Thi~, ~~uld • be _::elel'lairied 

)'A?~?t:t:.'.1::t,Hi:;tJ\if-:':?::/:f~ti+?}2:::}i> >;:}Jrm:,L;t<';:'- •··:\ ··... · . - ·•. -·· : , _ :·/ ·· ::t:; ·:/·- -. 
\:{.by;'"~pe_. fa~t_,;that\ th,f con~nimers·~cons.1d_e.r t:·a_ company w1.th a good ·<f'.\::;:, :- ... °': : 
~t(ttqfttit;}.:?t ./\i):i\lL _. ·.· ··. . ... ··(,::A~:~s~r}#/;,;}\:j~:;:i:~ti~qi·:I f ·. _ -. ·... · · •· •·· · · · ... ... ·- · · ,: , · :'/•/. ·:t>~}}f', :2.;,,<~;; 
i·::t tfepu·tation· ~:a&~/l~t!~t~~l:~ried;'.~good;i/quali ty. merchandise. Th~ results: 
r:.111:~I}rf;~~f,;_:·_I:;;'}:lt?:{}\)r0Bfit~JJi.;iit·:x\·; > :;: ... . . ·. -.-
._ : :indi.ca:te '.. tba:.( the\:1".e.s~ondents are aware of this fact and therefore, 

consider, this .factor, as having a great influence on their company 

performance. 

As far as the external environmental factors are concerned, competition 

was considered to have a great impact on company performance. This 

very competitive 

As far as the 

show that the 

(Table 4.6.). 

trading areas. 

that several of them, parti 

their businesses i f the 

ents company 

consumerism. 

rowth are con erned, results 

errunent Regu{a tions 

stionnaire wai r estricted 

found 

to expand 

(CBD) of Durban 

was made a "free" trade area and residential development was allowed 

in the Grey Street Complex. It was found that respondents who were 

· involved only in manufacturing gave this constraint a lower rating. 

The high cost of leasing or purchasing premises was considered by the 

respondents as being the second most important constraint to growth. 

This is due to the fact that the limited trading area available to 



. . . ' . .~' 

Indian businessmen _ha; ·_~c.r~:4t~e~.-a . situation-_ ~i ·~cess demand, thereby 
. ,... . . ~ ~-

,_deye;l _opme~t,. _programs may be of __ assistance to the respondents. 

Table 4.6 Average Ratings of Constraints to Growth and Expansion 

Constraint to expansion/growth 

Lack of Finance 

Lack of Manpower 

(a) Managerial 

(b) 

(c) Genera 

,Government Regulat 

Political Clima te-

Lack 

High cost of leasing 

premises 

Average Rating 

3,62 

4,2 

5,02 

4,74 

4,44 

Other factors considered as constraints to growth and expansion by 

respondents were taxation and lack of know how in. managing large 

businesses. 

Despite all these constraints, the Indian businessman, by virtue 

of his entrepreneurial ability, has made an important contribution 
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' . . 

and 22% do it ··when. the need arises for if. The results als'o show that 
\ 

businesses in which no growth has taken place were the ones that did 

not project future cash flows or did it when the need arose. 

The activities, · such 

investments and 

employee apprai sals 

arises by a large n 

these respondent s 

However, it mus t 

respondents were 

systems of the r espon 

show that 44% ar e 

planning of l ong term 

meetings and 

It was also observed that 

diversif.ed or expanded. 

activiti s ofa few 

is co cerned, results 

concepts in terms 

of whether or not they work or are successful), 40% are moralists (they 

view ideas ' in terms of being right or wrong), 67. have an affective 

orientation (they view ideas in terms of whether or not they are 

pleasant), and JOi. have a mixed orientation (they are neither pragmatic, 

moralistic nor affective). The results are shown in Table 4.8. 



Daily 

Weekly 

Monthly 

Quarterly 

Bi-annually · 

Annually 

Once every 
2 years 

Once every 
3 years 

Once every 
. 4 years 

Once every 
5 or more 
years 

When the 
need arises 

Not at all 

TABLE 4.7 

Projection 
of 
future 
cash 
flows 

6 

42 

12 

2 

2 

22 

14 

PERCENTAGE 

Sales 
fore• 
casting 
and 
target 
setting 

) 2 

26 

Planning 
of Long
term 
investments 
and their 
financing 

4 

48 

16 

TV'Dt:'~ • ..,,.7' --- --- -

OF RESPONDENTS ·,,jt~Pk::~}:{,fr)/i:· 
------------..------..~----...·,.., -... --........ ~.....,r---·-~(~}; :\,-~· J?!' j~ ' -.. 

Prepara• 
tion of 
trading 
results 

' " 

~ 

Analysis 
of trading 
results eg. 
reasons for 
change in 
sales, pro• 
fits, etc. 

"' . \o 
;:: 

12\ 

74 

2 

2 

Sales 
Analysis 

12 

4 

38 

4 

2 

8 

12 

20 

Check: \ 
Stock 
levels 
of 
ProdU~fS 

4 

30 

32 

20 

_ .... -. 

8 

6 

}(Staff f Employee 
>- Meet• ·:: Apprai• 
· · inga · ·aals 

~ ! • ~ 

:~t sr~f~ 
't~~?l?it~ 
-f~jf t~I/4]1;_'4 

- ---- _.....,;ij,, 

· ; si;t't) ;•; ~6 

. . ~~. ~, ._.;_ : t.()~<< 
1 ' · Y4; 

_ .. f< 

. 3-

....... 
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Table 4.8 Primary OrientRtion of 'Q e,c- ..... ,......_r2 ,,..., ... C" 
.... . , ... ~ .. -· --·~-•-•"-· --w . ( o;.~e::.'.' s /managers) 

No. of Respe>ndents Percentage oL.Total 
~ , ... .... ,..-.... ,:,-..-, .... .. ,, ., .... . , .--~· -· ...... ·,·· ,. . .. _., .. . . .... ~ ........... -· . -, ., . ~ ~- - ~ .... ,..:... · .. :''""" -~- ..... ~- ,, 

Moralistic 

Affective 

Mixed 

To verify the above 

test was used. 

Null H 

Significant level 0,05 

22 

20 

3 

5 

44 

40 

6 

10 

- Smirnov ,Statistical 

differ nee in the observed 

ri entation of 

.the .observed 

primar orientation of the 



this rank · 

(x) • theoretical cumulative 
0 

dis tribution 

s5b(x) :,. 

s50 (x) - F
0 

(x) 

When n > 35 

Since 0,192 < 

22 

1/4 

20 

2/4 

42/50 

0,34 

'· 3 

3/ 4 

45/50 

o, 15 

5 

4/0 

50/50 

0 

a significant difference 

The results show that the proportion of pragmatically oriented 

respondents to moralistically oriented respondents are very similar. 

England (1975) in his study of international managers found that 

52,9% were pragmatists while 24,4% were moralists (See Exhibit 4 of 

Appendix). The results of this study as far as primary orientation 

is · concerned are very similar to those England found in Australia. 
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:·.··:~~< ·:·1_" :_;_ 

./ __ ;~ ,'. _interest:in-g feat:.ire:;,obs'erved .in~i~hitstudy is that·:;60% of: ~he. owners/ . 

~=a~;::::::t~U 
,Zi}t '·/A~:spJa,\ an;;_ ec~'ODll:(: t and_ ·organ1.zati:onal orientation as opposed to a humanistic 

~iJ~Jil~rit!ti~~t?J!·tY"trniiI~r, ·, · 
·:\ ;t-:; ::t~~;~·-:.~o-:' ' -.:·~~~ 

_The overall value profile of the sample showing the operative value scores 
\ 

for each concept is shown in Table 4.9. A table showing the operative, 

intended, adopted and weak value scores for each of the concepts is shown 

in Exhibit 5 of Appendix. 

The concepts maki ng 

most central to him 

Concepts making 

are respectively le 

decreasing genera l 

to influence his 

va ues ar e viewed as 

dopted values 

d to have 

cepts forming a 

expected 

With respect to organizational g -a.~p-t, it can be s een (Table 4.9} 

that these eight concepts constitute three subsets of goals. Stability, 

productivity, and efficiency are the primary goals which the respondents 

(owners/managers) attempt to influence by their action decisions. The 

results show that organizational stability is the most important goal. 

A probable explanation for this may be attributed to the fact that the 

respondents are of the opinion that high productivity and organizational 

efficiency results from organizational stability. Soical welfare 

is viewed as an operative value by only 2% of the sample while 62% 

view it as a weak value. In England's International 
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TABLE 4.9 VALUE PROFILE OF RESPONDENTS IN SAMPLE. 

ORGANIZATIONAL GOALS 

Organizational Stability 

High Organizational 
Productivity Efficiency 

Profit Maximization 

Employee Welfare Organizational 
Growth 

Trade/Industry Leadership 

Social Wel~are 

PERSONAL GOALS 

Influence Autonomy Prestige 

Power 

Leisure 

Competition 

Change 

Authority 

Risk 

.... -~. 
.·r .J. 

. 00 
0 
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: .... _.·,1-- ·-'· :··. · -. 

,/t,,--~· ~};:·f·•/ ... ~~--- ' k 
.. · ., .... : 

study~ _ .. ,Social .Welfare, was ___ viewed,.as .. a11 e>pera.,tiye :,value " . by only 16% of 
. )!.;. .• -.. .. - .. . -· · .. , . ,.,... • ·. • . .. , , ......... ~ ... -, -- -:--~- .• .... .. . . ··'· . ,, .. . "I • - -· . • 

t:,;~~1,i¼~~~lttl~!:;~~~~2i~11~~1gcp 
As. fai: at({;lie. _perso~~.f -goa.ls ~of:-·tne respoiident_s ·were: concerned~ 
··, .~ ::·?:: '. t?l\:'e·;/ ·; :: ·;;:t't~}: ?::·t"-· · - --:.: :· ;. · - -- · :_ :· - · . ·-- ,_ 

Achievement;·: Sticces~t '.ancf Job Satisfaction were represented by high 
:-.,_ .. :·".'; _·:_ ... -\·-. ,~:fi:;/· i~-f ':i-~··? ... / . ~t·<i.tt:· ~ ,,_, ... ·.i .• ---~· r . .- ~ .. 

Behavf~~r'ii Relevance scores. These results are similar to England's 

findings except that in this study, only 22% of the responden·ts 

vi~~;d~ ~-;~~tivi ty as an operative value compared to the 60% England 

obtained in his study. Thus, the respondents in this study place a 

low relevance on creativity. It is notable that security is a' high 

personal goal of 

With -respect to 

operative value for 

-rob~ble explanation for this 

t he respondent, 

This suggests 

is an 

The ma jority of 

the concepts, except competition ,had low behavioural relevance scores. 

A comparison of the operative values scores between the Expansionists 

and Non-expansionists in the sample is shown in Table 4.10. As far as 

the organizational goals are concerned,the concepts High productivity, 

ocganizational stability, Pr.ofit maximization and Organizational growth 

were considered as being more important by theexpansionists in the sample 
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. . ., . • .. ~ 
. .- .... · .. f~i-· -£,:l~-:-::.1··,/:r--::-;:_J ~. r· / : , 

:;\~·:, :·:·· '\\·.:·_._!;t?.~:~~~:::~_t:· .... ;/\·-~ ··', :.·1 ·:_. ·, :-:\1 ·-, ~ .. -

than the non-expansionists. A s~rpri~1ng feature was tfuir the ~:i· -

Table 4 .10 Operative' value ·scores' of Expansiotdsts and Non-Expansionists 

in the Sample. 

Concept 

ORGANIZATIONAL GOALS 

High Productivity 

Trade/Industry Leadershi 

Employee Welfare 

Organizational Stabi 

Profit Maximization 

Organizational 

Social Welfare 

Organizational 

PERSONAL GOALS 

Leisure 

Dignity 

Achievement 

Autonomy 

Money 

Individuality 

Job Satisfaction 

Influence 

Expansionists 

0 

42, I 

63, 1 

10,5 

47,4 

26,3 

31, 7 

10,5 

' \ 

Non-Expansionists 

38,5 

26,9 

30,8 

50 

38,5 

57,7 

3,8 

26,9 

7,7 

30,8 

46, 1 

15,3 

46,2 

34,6 

46,2 

15,4 

'ii· 
I 

j 

rif ,,. 



Creativity 

Success 

Prestige 

IDEAS ABOUT GENERAL TOPICS 

Authority 

Caution 

Change 

Competition 

Compromise 

Risk 

The Expansionist has 

shown by the high operative 

Achievement and Success. 

21 

76,6 

0 · 

scores 

'2f 

53,,8 

23 

19,2 

15,4 

19,2 

34,6 

15,4 

__ 7, 7 

t orien tation as 

for the concepts 

The results also show that the Non-expansionists were not risk

oriented and considered the concept change as being of low importance 

than the Expansionists. 

A comparison of the operative value scores between the Pragmatists and 
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Moralists in the sample is shown in. Exhibit 6. The results show that . ,:::.;, 
.\., '._,.'.·:JS:t,?f::f ·:r· .. .. <:i::~tr~~+:tt ·· . :~;Jtt,~t\·:t, ·-, . . - ·· .i:~:~-~:i~~~- .~7-. A·· ··. ,:,. 

the P~'a~ti;t~ ·have a~-higlr achie~eine~{ orientat'i~n<~~cf Risk orientatio~. 
·, _ '.>':':';,\.;if;:::f..'.£:':i ' '' , , ',: : . ', . . . . · . ;> . 

~·it)~h~t ~~~,i~ high '. pr~u~;~~!i~Y, organizational, ~ta~i~it! and 
tJJ\/.;:;;:;{~:t}~:~~ir%J:'.f~'i::r·,_ ·t.?::Y~{i/)h;fil'.§iCJ¼it:c .. ·.:··,··-._ ... /: · __ ... ,-.... :.c:. . • . · .. ···· ·.; __ · .• ;: . . '>::.,:,-.i-<;'\'. 
··~t"· prof1.t max1J11i:za·t1on as:,,beu1g·t 1mportant . organ1.zat.1.onal goals. The/":_;\ .<'·· 
}ilt~./'f'.~'l'.tw~·t;~1~~£(\:tt(. ' ''.d~-S(~!t:·y~~)~:}'! ·· '; · ··· -t~ . \. t,-;r-:::l-l '::~tt~·/ ::; •.·'. ·.:.-;. .· ., 
<~··. ~6'rai"fos£s~ on the other ha'nd~- :have high Operative Value _scores for the . 

~-<i:·Y-~}i!-~;if\~:~:i~if?~·i· ~- f:~ -'--:r~.:~~ -~-- =~ .-·.·- · .. ·-- ;: ( .<.~..... ~-:·~- ,:·:~: · :~:? ·· -·--:::: :"'.t~ ·-:.i,·r:-:::~ -- ('. ,~ ,~ 
concepts Dignity, Individuality, Job Satisfaction and Employee 

Welfare. \ 
\ 

The overall value profile of the respondents studied in this research 

project is similar to England's research findings which are shown in 

Exhibit 7 of the Appendix. 

value systems of 

and economic and 

humanistic bureaucra 

pragmatists also 

moralists. These 

this study 

expansion and growth have taken place. 

distinction between the 

where pragmatists have 

s opposed to a 

As mentioned earlier, 

ori ntation than do 

findings of 

It may be said, that ethical norms are more firmly ingrained in an 

individual's personality than success standards, thereby suggesting that 

a moralist is less amenable to change. On the basis of this reasoning, 

organizations would find it easier to modify behaviour patterns of 

pragmatic rather than moralistic individuals. This is of particular 

significance in situations where the strategy of an organization has to 

be modified because of changes in circumstances. 
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·proplems ·, is making great inroads into commerce and industry. 
~·~ ~ ...... · - · ' · • :: .. ··; ~ .. ~ .;. - t" 

\ 

\ 
Thjs study has shown that growth, either through expansion (i.e. 

market penetration, market development and product development) 

or di~ersif ication, is taking .place among Indian businesses. For 

growth to 

is taking 

developed 

strategic planning 

e consciou ly and deliberately 

y be largely -
intuitive 

ability. 

The study has 

planning , while a large 

number of r esponden s no planni g. 

basic 

The aspect considered as being most important in contributing to the 

success of the businesses in the sample was good customer/client 

relationship. This finding is not unusual or unexpected because the 

success of the small business is dependent to a large extent on a 

high degree of interpersonal contact between the buyer and seller. 

It has been observed, particularly in the retail sector, that several 

Indian businesses are utilizing their resources to gain differential 

-. . _..., 

. -·-- ~ 
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i.e. 

'.lrt•~!~;;111,t11;~,::::~~!::i:~:t:~::r, 
·:r_ ·: ··: .\· · 

stg~ific;iit differenc~s in th~ value profiles of the pra~tists 

and moralists were observed. The results indicate that the 

pragmatists ar·e more successful and growth oriented than the 

moralists. 

5.2 AREAS OF FUTURE 

Some of the ar eas can be done are 

as follows:-

i. 

determin and 

ii. A study of 

iii. Competit ive strategi s tion of the 

competitive strategies of Indian businesses. 

iv. Growth - An investigation of the problems confronting 

Indian Businessmen when contemplating growth and expansion 

and the probable solutions to these problems. 

v. • Personal value systems - The utilization of Personal 

Value Questionnaire data in assessing the impact of different 
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. " 

':: . . ,~:.·•-"··· ·.: ·:.i\:·.1··,!:' "!.' ·. • __ .. ·; , 
"le.irids of training . (sp~if ic and · general) on an .ind1vidual' s 

• •·. ::,"':~;jf,l: :· c,/ "• ., 

values. 

valu~s and job success of Indian businessmen. 
\ 

• A comparison of the personal value systems of Indian male 

and female managers. 

~ -



:..,~ .~ ' ... 

. ·. '• .... ·~- . ·,·.~ 
. . 

. . .-~:.: __ ··Y··.: . .. 

~,11l1i1,~~,~~~~,:'.-:,"~-'}_l,,,I ..... ,, 



EXHlBlT 1 

/-\ s: :i,v\'~.6, RY OF ENGLAND'S RESEARCH FINDINGS ., 
.. ,· . ·~~--- :< ·:, ~_.'.~f -, -. ·-: · J~:- . -.:---

OF THE PERSONAL VALUES OF MANAGERS't?}t:/.' ·'.:_Jr:{-;{ti: >•: 
. ·.' . :.· .. .. \.·_·:_::_. - ~~ "":·'.t.· . -··::".;-'.1 ·· .-<: 

There were · large individual differen.c::~ 'in . the personal volue~ '-withirf'ead1 ·group 

;Jt~r~~~~d{.~f~Jt~:~f'st.t ,:~f~~f~Jn· efz·~~:··.'s(Kfe·.~~;/~t~~ic .. 
orienfat,io~ · (they; view~f i~e.as"'"onc.f·concepts in '' te'rms . o_f'"wnether ,"or"''n'of' tfiey' work 

or are ·successful)} . some had a'n Jthical~moral ori~nf~'ticiii" (they' viewed i~as in 

terms of being right · or wrong), while , a few had an affe~t or feeling ori~ntation 

(they viewed id7as in terms of whether or not they are pleasant). Some managers 

had a very small set of values while others had a large set ard seemed to be 

influenced by many strongly held values . The important values of some managers 

included concepts which are almost solely r 

while other managers included a 

among their important va I ues 

istic values as opposed 

achievement-orientated 

of person~ar~ philosophical concepts 

had what ~t be termed individual-

va s. Some mo agers were highly · 

highly. They also fo~:.:.:.:..:,.:..~:.i.;....:.:..:,:;~!}:l!:.:,P..~~:...:K~~ 

prestige more 

system that might 

cepts ·, such as 

ompetition, Risk 

be characterised as "h 

and Force. Other 

"soft II and included 

Employee Welfare, Social 

as 

1~,::,,,r:1,,,1~,, Tru-st, Co-o ration, Compassion, 

n. Persona Value systems, then, are 

I ike most other human characterist-i s· individuals ~ffer greatly with respect to them. 

Personal value systems of managers are relatively stable and do not change rapidly. 

In 1966 England and his researchers measured the personal value systems of a 

national sample of U.S. managers. In 1972, Professors Edward Lusk and Bruce 

Oliver of the University of Pennsylvania Whorton School repeated England's earlier 

study on a comparable national sample of U.S. managers. They reasoned that the 

widespread airing of environmental and social issues (e.g. pollution, the vietnam 

war, lifestyle changes, changing expectations of the labour force, disadvantaged 

group employment problem;sj,'"between 1966 and 1972 would be accompanied by changes 
-:. /~t:~1~:~~~/: · 

in the value systems of ~hge.rs. However, the differences between the value 

systems of 1966 sample and the 1972 sample of managers were very smal I. Over al I 

66 concepts in the PVQ, the average differences in value importance was only 
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3. 3 percentage points between the two time periods •. A :d_ifference of 10 percent 

or greeter between the two· ;omples was .. cfound ~n ~~l~~¥g~}i'g{-(.the 66 -d~ri·t~~ts. 
(The 1972 sample placed gteo~e(vdl~e .·on :;t~;,fd~~p~J)Dim,ity}:yJtust., _and Change, 

·Jf!1;f~ta~cl i3wet0.f.i.~~fJ!~f"{~~ll~!-'J!{~~~~JtF~t/~J;;~;)~ 
· \ ·., -;:-::: . .- .T~~se . resu_~~ .. s~~~-d thaf ~~~)~~ci[~vat.~~;s~~-~<?¼ l~. m~~i;s/ ~ere_. very .. 

' ' ''!'1 't,..;;';.:.'.i ... 1,;::,,j111, :: ,,, • -;,1-;• ,.:r .. ;.\ :. ~.;, M\ . • · :(,t;·,;·( ,;-'cf ·t~:{·:, i",'. .:.,f·t"·· •·'f ·,,:;,,, • ..,_..,-,,, .• ~ M·,~:,'~~-\~~,,.,~:,,_-., ·-,:.-~:",'- ·:·--; -;.·'.': -::~· ff":.-·· ·. _ '· · . 
. :.~_ ·[:~:il~i'mi1ar~ to',; tnose:~:or.:.i.966 y,rnana··',-''"'•,\:oncLtEuJ:'·'l·~fa.!""ofr~ O .. ,-~r:~:to·c~n·"". ia idl ·~ ~ . 

• • • -
1
, \. ,,.,. • • .- , • ·"";'· , ... - , -, • ,._., .... ·,-r:,l ~ -.. ~, ... ,.. ,,... •• "-- -,q:f:l ,.,_,,;,. ~~t>,~ ,.,,.1 .P~ ....... ~ .,.., ..• ..,1 ~ J...; .•• p ____ .Y.r~.,,~, 

_ ].~:~i-'dM~f~~~:.~::t.~~g~~~~:t~~s~~tijfff~:4ii~~~~~?:·cm·· of .:·-· · 
- this stability proposed by England was "the nature .of the selection or.id -develop-

mental process man'age-s go thr~ugh, the requirements and the cc>n~t;~i~ts that · the 
.... , ·r•~ . ·:.. • - • ' ,., ' ·. . , .. •::·:. • _, • .· ,_:"~~~; .. : ~.'/ ·l(· •. ; \\.~ : ·\i>~ 

job of managing places on managers, and the fact that personal values are a 

relatively stable human characteristic." 

iii . Persona I va I ue systems ted to and/or influenced the way 
~. -. • .- • 'I '• •• I,' .r •• I ""-

have been the case, 

al of Englo~ analyses show this to 

erged in tfie~tudy of Indian and 

d the personal values of each 

incidents, each representing a 

er in the perfor once of his job. 
+--=*=========;..-....!:::,====:::::::::::~====J~ 

Prior to analysing how managers with certain values 

Examples of these 

a. 

to spend money on 

managers who do not 

ool will be less willing 

im rovements than wil I 

n important value; 

b. Managers • portent value would be less willing 

to obtain research and development funds by depriving employees of part 

of a potential wage increase than would managers for whom compassion is 

not on important value; and 

c. Managers for whom cooperation is an important value would promote individual B to 

be their assistant more than would managers for whom 
I 
cooperation is not on 

important value given the fol lowing choices: 

. . . -~ 

·_ Individual A is a creative man who has been constantly making suggestions 

for improvement in office procedures. Although all his ideas are not 

practical ones, you have in the post adopted some of his suggestions. A is 

sincere and hard working, and he con be very helpful to others if he is 
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iv. 

1111 ____________ 
_ 

90 

he.;-~ 
\ ,._. ;-'-~ de is, however, not a very popu I or man in the 

·deport-men',. bec~ 1_ 1t'; other employees do not I ike proceduraf changes and 

extra pressures which they think. are ~nn~cessary at times >r.:_: 

.c' ; . . : :1if1i?8~rl1i, · ::i:ttl'./)\~.~ ·::; _-. ' ... '· ,.,;!~''v:;!,.·.1;~,: -~:- f-. .~ • '' " • ' •• " 
fndividual>'B/ equalfy.- efficient as A~ ,~ not n men of :deo~. He, on the 

. B ;\i,.,,~ s't"' , kind ~~'l ' -,~ .. -
I 

\ 
Across alt five incidents, 19 out of 25 pr_ edictions w~re supp_orte~ by the data for 

' \ 
lndirm managers and 18 out of 25 predictions were supported for the Australian 

managers, These results according to them, offer strong support for the contention 

that values ore related to be ,,,. .... -m .... ,.,ningfu~ ways for ma nagers. The fact that 

success as 

success in 

American, Japanese, 

heterogeneous nature 

managers frn\_ma.ny d ifferent organ isotions 

with_,v\ed organizational and 

e role of pe sona l values in 

are 

rel te d to their career 

to the manog rs age in our study of 
7 1 

managers. t was their judgement that thE \ 

they measure success in terms of ! 

objective data that were relatively e~sy to collect. Relative salary level for one's 

age group provided such a measure which was sufficiently accurate for their purposes 

They then developed and cross-validated a value profile key or pattern that was 

related to success in each of the four countries. The value patterns that were 

related to success were similar in the four countries and correlated with success as 

follows: 

U.S. A. (. 32), Australia (.47), Indio (. 35) and Japan (. 26). 

These correlations were of s·imi lar magnitude to the validity coeffi dents generally 

reported for predicting manager success by other types of predictors. They view 

these results as ·sol id evidence that vol ue patterns and success are meaningfully 

related in a similar fashion across the four countrie~. 



I~: 
Viewing the value-success rteiations!-iips toe managers in thefour countries, P~QVided .. I 
the following picture. Successful managers fovou~d ·progr;...'atic, dynamic;· ~chfevement!. 

I 

I 

I 

i ' 

orientated values while less successful monQge~.-pr,:e.f,~,:i:«.1 :rnor~(!<;;stCJ.ti~~-an~ passivet-:J~/ 

·~L~!~~£~\~~~~~i~~~~~:,\~~~~~~~~~~~~l~1~~,i~~· ·;;;h~ ·.··.· .. 
th~{,:or~~Iia.i}onoL and environmental; flux:~. MOl"e ; ·$UCCessfut ·r:nanogers.; favoured an 

litillitf tJ!~rr;~~~!t11li!iilli'.i l!t!~~a 
;t:/ '· :\i·~1°y~i1HJ;,.;;J~t,:6~ril~,;f and ~ere wiUi~g to . t,ake· ~isks· to ~chi~ve orgdni~~tionaily. 

. ii 

1 ·, 
I .I 

I 

"· 

<. •,'. ,' : ,} 2_. -~~'.· \~•_\,.: • . :•:,?i~;:•-r~·-. · :?•_.~f~-~._i ·, ~-~.;• · .. ~·J,- . '..I "'. · • . : ... . .'·,':.,: • 1,,.,; ' .: '.. · ., . ,: :· :; ' ,_ ,t;~ ,;.\:~.- \..,it\.·_. \v·;:~:•":'.'°' ·f) ;'; :!.-:;_:·."=?'i '.·.:'.:•(:,~~-~;f.r ~:. , ;.',;; rt: _;~·-~,·~~: ·. j ·. :,~· ~ • ~ ,t . • 

.valued goat~--. R~latively less succesful managers had value~· assod.~ted with a static, 
·, • '" \ ' • . r . h .• .':, ., '" •• • :. • : _. :, . --~, S • "• · \ 

prote_cted ,environment in whic;h they took relatively passive roles a\nd often enioy 

extended seniority in the.ir organizational position. 

wor~ing in different 

e impact o~pe. of org_an ization ·upon · \ 

va'.ue~ American managers 

union le ders had o moralistic 

and stock olders represent importer 

c lues (unlikely to 

orkers and Labourers 

eak values fo managers. As 

and Social We)fore were important 

managers. Ju1/,he opposite is true 

orgonizotio al growth, organizational 

efficieocy and industry leaders ie- Finally, ombitio/ ility and skill represent 

important values for managers while tru -t-;-by-atfy and honour were much less 

important . For union leaders, just the reverse was found. These differences according 

to England and his researchers helped to explain why the two groups approached 

various issues from conflicting directions they felt that perhaps it was only the 

recognition of mutual dependence as a fundanental aspect of modern industrial 

relations that al lowed · cooperation between the groups to result even though it may 

be, as some writers have suggested, "antagonistic" in nature. 

An example where organizational setting does not make a difference was found when 

they compared Indian managers from the private sector with those from the public 

~ector. Despite the basic differences in setting, there was great similarity between 

the value profiles of public and private sector managers. The profiles of the two 

groups correlated 0. 98 and was almost identical. Although this high degree of 

j I 
·1 
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similarity was wr?;-ising, England and his :-:::.:,E::;:-ct1(:;:·s ·Nc!e of the opinion that it 

resulted in part becous~ tf1e private sector- wc;s c! odmar\· source of managerial talent 

for the pubH.c sedor; arl<f:.~e_cause i of the social pressure for public sector for, public 

;•;fI;~~i:>f;;~~i;;~£i~.'.~i~;;~;!:f];.~;~ as •. icleals ·~i1;t~·r~~cts'. 's;,f ~; to " , , 
\\)t}::< become:\:V:i<JbJe. :econamiCi u.~,ts·~#t~ .ese forces hove resuf ted in pubfi'c sector managers 

~·~=~ 
different size. ·· t~ ·~n analysis of ':'merican, Japanese and Korean monbgers, they 

defined large firms as those with 5 000 or more employees, medium size firms as those 

with 500 - 4 999 employees and sma ll fi rms as those with 1-499 e mployees. In all 

three countries, there was a 

important part of the managers' 

firms and 

organizational goals being a more 

s in large firms, less so in medium size . 

the cos for the goals High 

and Industry 

of the goals 

Effici~ncy 

importance 

elfore. The pat e rns in each of the 
-.-... --+---1-~1--H--....ii~ 

he a ects of en ironmental uncer.tainty, 

organizational complef ity and 

may ~xpl~in t~ese fin~ngs. 

orgon1zat1ons increase ih 

personal relationships also be 

become more inevitable. The 

tional goals in large organizations 

might lo ica l ly assume that as 

with 7re d ifficult, more 

ging decisions. mmun ication and inter-

x and diffcult, and goal clashes 

of thes management a nd coordination 

·~ 

111 

I 
I, 
\ ' 

problems undoubtedly are more cha llenging in large firms than in small firms and, 

therefore, influence top managers of large firms to be more aware of organizational goals · 

and to ferret out deviations and to establish systems of controls and incentives which 

ensure internal conformity with the firms goals. Monager,s of smal I firms emphasized 

the goal of Employee Welfare more than did managers of larger firms; this finding 

was in· accordance with obser:vations of many writers about the relative advantages 

of smol I firms. 

Personal value systems do differ in different organizational contexts in ways that are 

generally understandable. We do ·not know, however, whether these differentes are 

. largely a function of the type of people who go into certain organizctionol contexts 

and/or to what extent people's value systems adopt to the organizational context in 

which they find themselves. 



vi. 

93 

There were both differences ard similarities in the vaf ue systems of managers 'in the 
;,- . 

different cou~tries they studi~d. "' rh~y f~und a simi!ori+y of va!ue patterns of managers 

thef_:.~ser.~ed , th~·'..:~~~~f~ti~J;·'·t(:v~J.~~-~'i>'JW~~t 6J~eeh'e~c~ ,:~Yt'"_f 6t--~~ntri~. 

~~~~,~ 
,~-di ~ . -· . 85 \ • 79 

Australia 

· The correlations showed that the 

more similar. 

being compared 

each country. 

country wi ti 

U.S.A. Managers 

Large element of pragmat ,s . 

\ 
.'95 

of all the country pairs were 

stral io wer~ost similar, Japan and Korea 

. were quit~i
0

lcr. Korea and Australia, 
"le Japan an\ India were only slightly 

were overal~01,ntry profiles that wer 

value v::t::ir~: ( ~:::

51

t:: ~i::i~~ntri 
the values of in each 

Hove a hi gh achievement and competence orientation . 

Emphasize traditional organizational goals such as Profit Maximization, 

Organizational Efficiency and High Productivity. 

Place high value on most employee groups as significant reference groups. 

Japanese Managers 

Very high element of pragmatism. 

Value magnititude very highly (size a~d growth). 

Place high value on Competence and Achievement. 

Have the most homogeneous manogeri al value system of the countries studued. 

Indicate a high degree of value change occuring. 

I 

i 
.1 

I 

l 
I 

1 
1 1: 



· Kqrean Moncigers .. 

Indian Managers 

High degree of moralistic orientation. 

Value stable organizations with minimal or steady change. 

Value personalistic goals and status orientation. 

94 

Value o blend of organizati n 1 organizational competence. 

Pl ace I ow va I ue on most 

· Australian Managers 

High degree of 

High level of h 

Place low 

Place low value on 

and Risk. 

Maior regional 

ization. 

Competition 

valu es of an agers. 



Sole Proprietorship 

Partnership 

Private Company 

(Please tick -yl') 

- 2. Number of 

3. 

Full Time 

started in, nu 
established . 

eg. 

BUSINESS ACTIVITY 

Retail 

Wholesale 

Manufacturing 

Financing, Insurance 
and Real Estate 

Services 

Other (specify) 

Public Company 

Ot her (specify) 

-- a 

Date 
Established 

I 
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. .. ~-:: 96 

. _ . · · . -_, : :.::: · · ;:, : :f"·t;/i-.0::t.ii.(,.I.<;i:j;,_>: .. . .;; ,., · . . 
Indicate the type _of business:::'activitia ' PRESENTLY '. engaged in, present 
product lines,: number of b.rancbes·. · aha ::~ approx1:mate date· of ·'·e:itabli~hme~t 
c~ !)U,si.r~e.~s activities and/or introduction o:f product _lines. 

~~:.. ·<, ·,. ,_. \. ---~ , ,; ,:'.'w · · -;>1·~ , : ·,-.• »..:.·,::: '"'":: '°;/';l.~·.:·::'; •, -:;-~· :: 
-eg~:>. RetaiF; -:·,,-: mens · clothing'f'.:.:· - < ,19.~ ~ · :,.-

:i·,Jg'~~J~~i~~;:~SJ~J~ti~~~'.7·1910 
; .: ~.~-.. :· _.)-;,; .. : ~-:;-r, ' ·. ( :;,: - . .... -

) . , .. · 
. -- !. ~;~~i~-;'~: .11-?_·. ,;i_~-~2-r'; . 

BUSINESS ACTIVITY 

Retail 

Wholesale 

Manufacturing 

Financing, Insurance 
and Real Estate 

Services 

Other (specify) 

PRODUCT LINE No. of 
Branches 

Date 
Es tab'iished 



' ." ··· ;· ,:_: .·,:.··:-· 

111;:iif L.: ....... ;.~~~;#;,;., 
Wh'i':1.t: degree of importance do you 

\· to . the·: s·u.ccess of your business? 
·'ap'plicable column/s. 

ability to buy for cash 

competitive pricing 

specialist 

good sales force 

ability to buy on 

good location 

1 lack of competition 

good 
services 

good image 

vigourous sales promotion 
eg. advertising 

97 · 

~ , .. . , .. . .. , .. ";-. -.?-' '. - .' ••' lie...... ' ·~., •-!· 

attach to the fallowing in contributing · 
Please indicate with a tick in.the 

\ 

\ 

fairly 
important 

least 
importan 

good custome~/client relationship 

other (specify) 

···················----~1--------11--------tr-------1 

···················-------:i-------,i------ir------1 



' rt:- -:• -_.; · · : ·-, 

New Prod.uct introduction 

Price of product or service 

Quality of product or service 

Responsiveness to customer 
requirements 

Delivery schedules 

Customer service 

Company reputation 

Financial position 

Extc.•rnal Factor~ 

Current economic cl in~te 

Political situation 

TL•clmo logy 

Cl)IDpe tit ion 

Consumerism 

.I.· ; · .",, 

98 

s for each line 

A very 
Great 
Extent 



right hand statement .is equivalent to 7. 

Lack of Finance 

Lack of Man~ower 

(a) Managerial 

(b) Technical 
(eg~ 

(c) Gene~:-al em 

Government Regula 
(eg. restric t ed 

Political Climate 

Lack of suitable 

High cost of leasing or 

purchasing premises 

Others (specify) 

i. 

ii. 

iii 

Not important 
as a constraint 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

99 

Very great 
constraint 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 



Please indicate with a tick (vi) the frequency with which the following activities are undertaken in your business •. < 
- . . :: . - ; . ;·. --~- . ·. \"v_ • . . . : 

Annually 

Once every 
2 years 

Once every 
3 years 

Projection 
of 
future 
cash 
flows 

Sales 
fore= 
casting 
and 
target 
setting 

Planning 
of Long-
term 
investments 
and their 
financing 

--- .. ----·-
•:':: ?/})l:Yt!tlj;f::· ·: 

Prepara= Analysis Sales 
tion of of trading Analysis 
trading results eg. 
results reasons for 

change in . 
sales, pro= 
fits, etc. 

Others--~·-, 

(specify) 

!~~-- ~;~ ~I/ 
Once eve=r··-y __ .,._ _____ _.. ____ __.. ______ ....., __ ..,_~ ..... ··- .-...-----~--........ ..-.1,.,------..,_ ____ _.,_ ____ ..,. ______ --ii--,- - -----·--

4 years 

Once every 
5 or more 
years 

-----

------------ti--------+------+-------1------~------- .... -~-----.J------+------t---~--i~------.-------··-····~·· 
When the 
need arises 

----,cc··---f--------t----~ ...... ------+---
Not at all 

\ \ \ 
. 
\ \ 

....... -.--. 
,--

~ "' ..:~----~~.r,~ 
'• ~:: 

" 

\ 
• ' •" ·! 

\ .ni \ \ ' \ 
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T I O N B 

~l}~:tbtf :i~ltt~~;;~v~:i~I;,'·· ·:.~.:r,ic,;1ttY)t!t;:rtef.;\~--. 
';'/{c/.::- ,-:: :,: ,;; PERSONA~ .. ;VA.t"tlE!r ~OUEST!ONNAIRR-·"·'-=···'' ·. . . . ·. . · 

kil1=1lll~i~llii!ii £-'.;¥~;:."~,,~"~:;;' -
~.:;";(;;(:,;~~- :: Rate, now; 'i:mi>.oriant,:_ a· . topic _ is to you by placing an "X" in the appropriate 

F~ie·,rtk~i:!i ,.~ ;1~~~~~~i~i~hies:~i.~h importance; the middle b¥, average 
importance; and the · right box, low importance. 

\ 

Then specify which of the three descriptions (successful, pleasant., right) 

best indicates the meaning of the topic to you; indicate your choice by 

placing the number "I" on the line next to it. Then indicate which des=-

cription least indicates th 

manner instructed. 

Examples 

average importance, 

write the number "I" 
least indicates what the topic 

you by writing the number 

write the~umber "2" next to the 

ics in thi manne r and check to 

have en ranked in the 

If you felt hat it is of 

(x) in the middle box as 

(pleasant, right 

c means to you, you would 

write the 

number "3" next to "successful," as shown in sample below. Then you 

would place the number "2" next to the remaining description, in this 

case "pleasant". 

For some topics you may feel that none of the descriptions apply. For 

example_, you may feel that for the topic Dishonesty, neither "pleasant", 

"right" nor "successful" indicates the meaning to you. If you have this 

trouble, you may begin .by deciding which description least indicates 

the topic's meaning to you. For example, for the topic Dishonesty if 

you felt that "right" least indicates the topic's meaning to you,you 

would write the number "3" next to "right'' ,and so on for the remaining 

descriptions as shown in the example. 
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i U2 

. Low 
r---; . . 

LJ Importance 
, .... ~ ·.:,... i .· 

· l successful 

Goals o.f Business Organisations 

High Productivity Trade/Industry 
Leadership 

High Low 
Imp. D D D Imp. 

-----

right 

successful 

----- pleasant 

Ortanisational 
Stability 

High Low 
Imp.D D D Imp. 

right 

successful 

pleasant 

Social Welfare 

High Low 
Imp. D D D Imp. 

right 

successful 

pleasant 

successful 

pleasant 

High 
Imp. 

Employee Welfare 

High 
Imp. D D D 

Low 
Imp. 

right 

successful 

pleasant 

Organif ational 
Effidency 

Low 
0 D O Imp. 

right 

successful 

pleasant 

Organisational Growth 

Low 

D D D Imp. 

right 

successful 

pleasant 



Personal Goals of Individuals 

Autonomy 

High Low 
Imp. Imp. 

ODD 
right 

success ful 

pleasant 

Job Satisfaction 

High 
Imp. 

DD 

-----

Power 

D 
Low 
Imp . 

right 

success f ul 

pleasant 

High Low 
Imp. Imp. 

DOD 
----- right 

successful -----
----- pleasant 

Money 

High 
Imp. 

DD 
Low_ 
Imp. 

D 

Creativity 

High Low 
Imp. Imp. 

DOD 
----~ right 

successful 

_____ pleasant 

Prestige 

High 
Irn11. 

Low 
Imp. 

D DO _____ right 

successful ------
------ pleasant 

Individuality \ 

High Low 
Imp. Imp. 

DO D 
------ right 

------ successful 
________ pleasant 

Security 

Success 

High 
Imp. 

DD 
------

D 
Low 
Imp. 

right 

successful 

D 
Low 
Imp. 

right 

successful 
______ pleasant 
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Ideas About General 

\~~~~-~ : :~-. .-/:.'~'.~.: .. ··: ; s uc ce ss f u l · 

pleasant -----

Competition 

High 
Imp. 

DD D 

Low 
Imp. 

right 

successful 

_____ pleasant 

Personal Information 

Your age ( tick one ) 

u 
20-29 

30-34 

35-39 

40-44 

· ·· _. Caut. :0~ Change 

successful · su~ce~-~iul 

----- "pleasanf ·\ · 
-----
_____ pleasant 

Compromise Risk 

O D 
Low 
Imp. 

--------
-------

50-54 

55-59 

60 or over 

right 

s uccessful 



.- ·~-.: ' . :· 

BUSINESS ASPECTS 

ability to buy for cash 

competitive pricing 

specialist in products/service 

good sales force L 
ability to buy on suita le te 

good location 

lack of competition 

good quality mcrchand 

good image 
) 

vigorous sales 

good customer /clien t 

other 

staff incentive scheme 

proper administration 

.. . PERCENTAGE OF RESfONDENTS 

most fairly least 
important important important 

52 ' 

60 

l 

52 

12 

42 

46 

28 

76 

6 

2 

44 

24 

40 

28 

36 

46 

26 

54 

50 

30 

22 

4 

16 

22 

20 

52 

10 

66 

4 

4 

42 

2 
• 1 



- . ,., ... • .. ,.-, :-., ·.' .. - ·: .,"·, ,:\~/-.f'.:~~r . ·~·;· •\ .. ·:_~'. ---, .. /.;~:.-,;~ 

liil{ll~!~GER_S_IN_THE __ FIVE COUNTRIES .STUDIED BY ENGLAND 

(PElc~) 

Country 

Japan 

U.S.A. 

Korea 

Australia 

India 

International 
:tt Sample 

Pragmatic 

67,4 

57 ,3 

53 ,l 

40 ,2 

34 ,0 

* The Internationa l 

managers drawn from 

was used as a reference group 

Moralistic 

9,9 

30,3 

Affective Mixed 

7,0 15,8 

),2 11 , 2 

8,5 29,4 

4 14,2 

2,2 19,6 

5,1 17,6 

a random sfe of 150 

This Inter ationa l Sample 

Total N 

374 

997 

211 

35-1 

623 

750 

can be compared. 



Trade/Industry Leadership 

Employee Welfare 

Organizational stability 

Profit Maximiza tion 

Organizational Efficiency 

Social We 1f are 

Organizational 

Leisure 

Dignity 

Achievement 

Autonomy 

Money 

Individuality 

Job Satisfaction 

Influence 

Security 

Power 

Creatvity 

Success 

24 

29 

58 

45 

13 

62 

9 

22 

62 

18 

11 

20 

7 

16 

5 

6 

5 

31 

20 

16 

13 

29 

2 

20 

7 

7 

20 

x figures have been rounded to the closest whole percentage. 

24 
\ 

34 

24 36 

2 20 

24 24 

2 26 

31 62 

20 45 

37 53 

11 22 

7 20 

22 49 

16 24 

16 40 

7 24 

25 60 

I l 7 

20 64 

11 60 

7 1 I 
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. . \. 
t· __ ;i~.:::~!· ._,. •. 

·. 108 
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